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Abstract: FlexRay is a vehicular communication protocol designed to meet growing requirements in hard real time automotive 
systems and to support time triggered as well as event triggered paradigms. Thus, there has been a lot of recent interest in timing 
analysis techniques in order to provide bounds for the message communication times on FlexRay. In this paper, we present an approach 
to compute the WCRT (worst case response time) for periodic and sporadic tasks, within a FlexRay node, responsible for sending 
messages on the FlexRay SS (static segment) and DS (dynamic segment). On the other hand, we propose a scheduling table for 
messages transmitted over the FlexRay SS. An interesting innovation would be the use of a scheduling algorithm performed on a 
FlexRay node to guarantee the arrival of the right data on the right time and to ensure that every task meets its deadline. As application, 
we will use the extended SAE (society of automotive engineers) benchmark for the FlexRay network to identify the static and dynamic 
tasks, and calculate the response time, based on a hybrid scheduling model to further prove that the deadline of the SAE benchmark 
applications is insured. 
 
Key words: FlexRay, fixed scheduling, periodic tasks, WCRT, SAE benchmark. 
 

1. Introduction  

Timing requirements are the basic aspects of RTSs 
(real-time systems) since they are requisite to react to 
stimuli from the environment within time intervals 
dictated by this latter. According to timing 
requirements, we distinguish hard and soft RTSs. The 
response time of a hard RTS must occur within 
specified deadlines, while a soft RTS functions 
correctly if the deadline is occasionally missed. 

From an analytic point of view, a RTS is usually 
represented by a set of tasks including each one a 
number of jobs that are executed in a cyclic way. 
Execution of tasks is controlled by the operating 
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system using some scheduling algorithms. This former 
controls and coordinates the use of the hardware among 
various application programs within the user tasks [1]. 
In other words, application software is usually 
designed as a number of separate tasks that are 
scheduled by the operating system via the scheduler; 
which is the part of the kernel that determines the next 
runnable task [2]. 

Real-time tasks are divided, according to their 
arrival times, into periodic and sporadic tasks. The 
arrival times of periodic tasks are fixed so that each 
task arrives into the system every fixed interval of time, 
called a period. On the other hand, the arrival times of a 
sporadic task are not fixed; instead, the task has a 
minimum interval of time to arrive in the system. A 
basic ordinary periodic real-time task is usually 
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characterized by three parameters. The first parameter 
characterizes the time that a task takes during the 
execution of its jobs (the execution time C). The second 
characterizes its arrival times (the period P). The third 
and last one is the deadline D that characterizes the 
time in which a task has to complete the execution of its 
jobs. 

As scheduling is a fundamental function of operating 
systems responsible for determining the order in which 
tasks are executed, many researches are concerned with 
this area to either construct schedulable systems or to 
analyze the schedulability of proposed systems. 
Schedulability of real time systems reflects the feature 
indicating whether a system, represented by a set of 
real-time tasks, can meet their deadlines. A scheduling 
scheme provides two features; an algorithm for 
ordering the use of system resources and a means of 
predicting the worst-case behavior of the system when 
the scheduling algorithm is applied. A scheduling 
algorithm is feasible if the tasks are scheduled so that 
no overflow ever occurs. And an optimal scheduling 
algorithm is the one that may fail to meet a deadline 
only if no other scheduling algorithm can meet it. 

We distinguish two types of scheduling algorithms 
known as dynamic scheduling and static scheduling 
algorithms. A dynamic scheduling algorithm has a 
complete knowledge of currently active tasks, but new 
task activations, not known to the algorithm when 
scheduling the current set, may arrive. So, the schedule 
changes over time. However, in static scheduling, the 
scheduling algorithm has a complete knowledge of the 
task set and its constraints, such as deadlines, 
computation times, precedence constraints, and future 
release times. This set of assumptions is realistic for 
many real-time systems and the static scheduling 
algorithm operates on a known set of tasks and 
produces a single schedule that is fixed for all time. 

The remainder of this paper is organized in 6 
sections. In section two we overview communication 
protocols and we present differences between TT (time 
triggered) and ET (event triggered) paradigms. We 

present in section three a historical study on vehicle 
networking and we focus on the FlexRay bus. Section 
four is devoted to introducing real time scheduling 
issues and we finish by section five in which we 
present a real case study that consists of applying the 
studied technique on a vehicle prototype in order to 
check task and message schedulability and timing 
bound within different bus speeds of the FlexRay bus. 

2. TT versus ET Communication Protocols 

2.1 ET Protocols 

In an ET system, traffic gets input onto the network 
after an event has occurred. This is called 
asynchronous transfer because there is no 
predetermined time at which these events will occur. 
Because any event can occur at any time in any order, 
the network has to have a developed system that will 
avoid collisions if two messages on two separate nodes 
try to gain access to the network at the same time. This 
is achieved by tagging each message with a priority 
level. The message with the highest priority will be 
granted access to the bus once it is free. This is an 
efficient use of bandwidth due to the fact that only 
messages that need to be transmitted will be looking for 
access to the network. An event triggered 
communication controller does not need a dispatching 
table because the transmission of a message is triggered 
by a send command from the host [3-4]. 

2.2 TT Protocols 

With a TT protocol, transmission occurs at 
predefined points in time [5-7]. Activities can only 
occur with the progression of time and the activity is 
predefined. This requires the network to have a 
pre-defined schedule that assigns activities a section of 
the time (time slot) to perform the required action. Each 
task is made up of messages. If a message is not 
transmitted in its defined time slot it waits until its next 
time slot. A TT communication controller contains a 
dispatching table in its local memory that determines 
what point in time a particular message is transmitted 
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or when that message is expected to be received [4]. 

3. In Vehicle Networks and FlexRay 

3.1 In Vehicle Networks History 

Due to the increased levels of new features and 
applications in automobiles, it was mandatory to 
introduce networks and communication protocols into 
modern vehicles. Several solutions were proposed and 
it was up to design engineers to decide what protocol is 
to be runned on the network with regard to his 
application requirements in term of cost, speed and 
technology availability. Therefore, in the past few 
years, several communication protocols have been 
developed. 

The CAN protocol have been developed by Bosch 
and nowadays used by almost every car manufacturer. 
It supports data rates of up to 1 Mbit/s. The LIN (local 
interconnect network) protocol has been developed for 
less demanding applications in terms of 
communication speed and latency. In contrary, the 
MOST (media oriented systems transport) bus satisfies 
the high data rates needed for multimedia applications. 
Finally, FlexRay has been especially developed for 
safety related applications in the automotive industry 
and to support x-by-wire applications such as 
steer-by-wire or brake-by-wire as replacement of the 
traditional mechanical and hydraulic control systems 
through electronic control systems. 

3.2 FlexRay Network Features 

FlexRay features two communication channels, each 
with a data rate of 10 Mbit/s, and payloads of frames up 
to 254 Bytes. Furthermore, the communication is both 
event and time triggered in contrast to the event 
triggered CAN protocol. This is why FlexRay 
guarantees fixed communication latencies and a global 
synchronous time basis for all participating electronic 
control units. Furthermore, the FlexRay network is 
very flexible with regard to topology and transmission 
support redundancy. It can be configured as a bus, a 
star, or a multi-star. It is not mandatory that each node 

possess neither replicated channels nor a bus guardian, 
even though this should be the case for critical 
functions such as steer-by-wire. At the MAC (medium 
access control) level, FlexRay defines a 
communication cycle as the concatenation of a TT (or 
static) window and an ET (or dynamic) window. In 
each communication window, which the size is set 
statically at design time, two distinct protocols are 
applied. The communication cycles are executed 
periodically. The TT window uses a TDMA (time 
division multiple access) MAC protocol which consists 
of a fixed number of static slots incrementally counted 
by a slot counter in each FlexRay cycle starting from 1 
to cSlotIDMax. The bus arbitration is performed by 
uniquely assigning frame identifiers to nodes such that 
in each static slot, the node with the frame identifiers 
that is equal to the current value of the slot counter can 
send a message [5-8]. The main difference with TTP/C 
[7] is that a node in FlexRay might possess several slots 
in the TT window, but the size of all the slots is 
identical. In the ET part of the communication cycle, 
the protocol is FTDMA (flexible TDMA): the time is 
divided into so-called minislots; each node possesses a 
given number of minislots and can start the 
transmission of a frame inside each of its own minislots. 
A minislot remains idle if the node has nothing to 
transmit [6]. 

4. Scheduling Policies 

4.1 TT/Static Scheduling 

Among several static scheduling techniques, we 
mention round-robin scheduling and SCS (static cyclic 
scheduling). The latter technique, known also as 
clock-driven scheduling, is adapted in this work and 
consists on building offline a scheduling table stored in 
the memory before the system start to operate. At 
run-time, a dispatcher follows the schedule and makes 
sure that tasks are only executing at their 
predetermined time slots. After the scheduler 
dispatches a task, it sets the periodic timer to generate 
an interrupt at the next task switching time. The 
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scheduler will then go to sleep until the timer expires. 
This process is repeated throughout the whole 
operation. For each task, the time instant to execute is 
fixed, so the response time for each task is very 
predictable. Therefore, it suits the safety-critical 
applications [9]. 

4.2 ET/Dynamic Scheduling 

Event triggered scheduling includes DPS (dynamic 
priority scheduling) and SPS or FPS (static (fixed) 
priority scheduling). DPS algorithms (e.g., LCT (least 
completion time), EDF (earliest deadline first) and LST 
(least slack time)) assign priorities based on current 
state of the system. While FPS algorithms assign fixed 
priorities to processes and the scheduler only needs to 
know about priorities in order to allocate the CPU 
(central processing unit) to the highest priority 
runnable task. In FPS scheme all invocations of each 
task are assigned the same priority, so the priority of 
each task is fixed relative to other tasks in the system 
[10]. Fixed priority scheduling is recommended for 
many years as it is capable to predict the ability to meet 
application response requirements. RM (rate 
monotonic) algorithm is the optimal static-priority 
scheduling assigning priority according to period. A 
task with a shorter period has a higher priority and the 
processor executes a job with the shortest period first. 

4.2.1 Schedulability and Timing Analysis 
In this part, we will focus on the RM algorithm to 

study its feasibility first, and then to compute the 
WCRT of a given task. In fact, a RTS is schedulable 
under RM if and only if, for all tasks [11]: 

(1)i iR T≤  
Or if the use bound defined in Eq. (2) satisfies. 

1 /

1
(2 1) (2)

N
Ni

i i

CU N
T=

≡ ≤ −∑  

where N denotes the number of tasks, Ci is the WCET 
(worst-case execution (computation) time) of the task 
“i” and Ti its period. This condition is sufficient but 
not necessary [12]. 

4.2.2 Response Time Computing 

The response time is the duration from released time 
to finish time of a task. It is given by the equation 
below [13]: 

(3)i i iR C I= +  
where “i” is caused by the interference from higher 
priority tasks and consists in a sum of the number of 
each higher priority task releases during Ri. In other 
word, it is the number of times where each higher 
priority task can execute during Ri. The interference 
caused by a task “j” is given by: 

(4)i
j

j

R C
T
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⎢ ⎥
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where the ceiling function gives the smallest integer 
greater than the fractional number on which it acts. 

( )
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where hp(i) is the set of tasks with priority higher than 
task “i”. Since Ri appears in both two parts of the 
equation, we have to solve by forming a recurrence 
relationship: 

1

( )
(6)
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n i
i i j

j hp i j

ww C C
T

+

∈

⎡ ⎤
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∑  

The set of values 0 1 2, , ,..., n
i i i iw w w w is monotonically 

none decreasing. When 1n n
i iw w += , the solution to the 

equation has been found. 

5. The Application Model 

To illustrate the utility of our comprehensive 
scheduling strategy, we have chosen to work within a 
platform of a vehicular network based on the SAE 
standard. In this system, a set of network processors 
subsystems produces routing data. This data must be 
distributed along the vehicular network. In fact, we will 
apply the studied approaches on a new vehicle 
benchmark developed in Ref. [14] and based on the SAE 
benchmark (Fig. 1). The author has added to the original 
benchmark a number of nodes and messages to better 
represent the complexity of today’s vehicles and to model 
some added options responsible for improving vehicle 
safety, reliability, cost, and luxury. However, this 
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Benchmark was designed to best fit the CAN network 
and it needs major modifications to be adapted to the 
FlexRay protocol. Hence, later in this section, we will 
explain how to introduce adjustments to that model and 
we will apply our scheduling algorithm and present our 
results for the new model. The resulting architecture is 
composed of 15 nodes connected by the FlexRay bus. 

According to the FlexRay specification and as 
shown in Fig. 2, each node consists of a host (CPU) that 
processes incoming messages and generates outgoing 
messages, a CC (communication controller) that 
independently implements the FlexRay protocol services, 
and a two-way CHI (controller-host interface) that serves 
as a buffer between the host and the CC. The main goal of 
the proposed architecture is to insure better performance 
of the vehicular network and to guarantee the arrival of 
the right data on the right time by meeting the tasks 
deadline. The framework architecture is a set of nodes 
connected via FlexRay real-time transport protocol. In 
each node, a real-time operating system μCOSII and a 
publish/subscribe middlewar is embedded.  

5.1 Process Scheduling 

Process scheduling takes place on the CPU of each 
node where there is a real-time kernel that performs 
aperiodic and sporadic tasks thanks to the presence of two 
hybrid scheduling method processing simultaneously 
schedulers; a SCS dedicated to implement periodic tasks 

and a FPS processing sporadic tasks (Fig. 3). 
When several tasks are ready on a node, the task with 

the highest priority is activated, and preempts the other 
tasks. 

Periodic tasks that have to be non preemptable are 
assigned the highest priority level “0” so that they are 
never interrupted by other tasks within the schedule. 
Hence, sporadic tasks can only be executed in the slack 
of the SCS schedule table. 

SCS activities are triggered based on a local clock 
in each processing node. The synchronization of local 
clocks throughout the system is provided by the 
communication protocol [8]. 

Computing time Ci of a given message was 
calculated in a previous work [15] based on the size of 
executed message and taking in account the 
communication time. In other words, the computing 
time of a message includes its execution delay on the 
corresponding node and the transmission time over the 
FlexRay bus. 

In our case, the utilization bound U is equal to 
0.0235 which is lower than the factor 1/(2 1)NN −  
that equals here 0.104. In consequence, the sufficient 
relation (2) is satisfied and our system is schedulable. 
Then, we can implement our algorithm to compute 
WCRT for different messages. 

As application examples, we consider the BCM 
 

 

 
Fig. 1  The application model. 
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Fig. 2  The FlexRay node structure. 
 

 
Fig. 3  Scheduling system architecture on a FlexRay node 
[9]. 
 

(body control module) node and the ECM (engine 
control module) node of the extended SAE 
benchmark. 

The ECM combines the vehicle controller and 
inverter/motor controller modules of the original SAE 
benchmark. While the BCM node combines the driver 
and battery modules of the original SAE benchmark. 
This module acts usually as a gateway between the 
low-data rate and the high-data rate networks in a 
vehicle. 

The BCM node processes 7 tasks and the ECM node 
processes 6 tasks as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 
These tables show also the designation and description 
of each sending task, priority of each message (P) and 
its period (T) in ms. 

Based on the dynamic scheduling method seen 
before, we propose the following hybrid scheduling 
algorithm in the sense that it implements periodic and 
sporadic tasks simultaneously (Fig. 4). 

Applying this algorithm with 3 different bus speeds; 
5 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s for one channel transmission 
scheme, and 20 Mbit/s for both channels transmission 
scheme, we obtain the results presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 and Table 4 show that for this three bus 
speeds, all tasks on the considered nodes are schedulable 
and that they never exceed message Deadlines. 

To better represent these results we give in Figs. 5-6, 

Algorithm: Worst Case Response Time Computing 
for i in 1..N loop 
        calculate Ci 
        n:= 0 
        loop  
             calculate new 1n

iw +  
             if 1n n

i iw w+ =   then n
i iR w=  

                           exit value found 
             end if  
             if 1n

i iw T+ >     then  
                            exit value not found 
             end if  
             n:= n + 1 
             end loop  
Fig. 4  Hybrid scheduling algorithm implementing 
periodic and sporadic tasks simultaneously. 
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Fig. 5  WCRT for the BCM node. 
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Fig. 6  WCRT for the ECM node. 
 

two graphs showing the evolution of the WCRT of 
messages within the BCM node and the ECM node of 
our extended SAE benchmark with three different 
FlexRay bus rates. 

On Figs. 5-6, we can also notice that the WCRT of a 
given message decreases when the bus speed increases. 
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Table 1  Task set on the BCM node. 

ID Task designation Description P Size (Bytes) T (ms) 
1 HLC_W_T() Hi&Lo contactor open/close 1 1 50 
3 AP_W_T() Accelerator position 0 1 5 
13 BPP_W_T() Brake pedal position 0 1 5 
17 ACK_W_T() Acknowledgments 2 1 10 
18 CSW_W_T() Control switches 3 2 10 
31 BVC_W_T() Batteries voltage and current 0 4 100 
34 TBM_W_T() Traction battery measurement 0 3 1,000 
 

Table 2  Task set on the ECM node. 

ID Task Designation Description P Size (Bytes) T (ms) 
4 MST_W_TASK() Motor speed and torque 0 2 5 
6 PMC_W_TASK() Pressure and main contactor 0 2 5 
19 VCS_W_TASK() Vehicle controller sporadic signals 1 6 10 
20 CCS_W_TASK() Contactor control signals 0 2 10 
21 MCS_W_TASK() Motor controller sporadic signals 2 3 10 
35 CBT_W_TASK() Converter and battery test 0 1 1,000 
 

Table 3  WCRT computing results for the BCM node. 

Task designation 
WCRT R (ms) 

Bus speed 
5Mbit/s 

Bus speed 
10Mbit/s 

Bus speed 
20Mbit/s 

HLC_W_T() 0.0662 0.0331 0.0166 
AP_W_T() 0.0868 0.0434 0.0217 
BPP_W_T() 0.0868 0.0434 0.0217 
ACK_W_T() 0.0448 0.0224 0.0112 
CSW_W_T() 0.0234 0.0117 0.0059 
BVC_W_T() 0.0928 0.0464 0.0232 
TBM_W_T() 0.0908 0.0454 0.0227 

 

Table 4 WCRT computing results for the ECM node. 

Task designation 
WCRT R (ms) 

Bus speed 
5Mbit/s 

Bus speed 
10Mbit/s 

Bus speed 
20Mbit/s 

MST_W_TASK() 0.0794 0.0397 0.0199 
PMC_W_TASK() 0.0794 0.0397 0.0199 
VCS_W_TASK() 0.0568 0.0284 0.0142 
CCS_W_TASK() 0.0794 0.0397 0.0199 
MCS_W_TASK() 0.0254 0.0127 0.0064 
CBT_W_TASK() 0.0774 0.0387 0.0193 

5.2 Communication Scheduling 

5.2.1 Software Architecture  
For the simulation, we consider a set of FlexRay 

nodes sending 36 messages on the FlexRay bus. Since 
each node in the system that generates static messages 
needs at least one static slot, the minimum number of 
static slots is the number of nodes (nodes ST) that send 

static messages [8]. In the extended benchmark [14], 
there are 15 nodes sending 36 messages among which 
there are 30 periodic messages that need to be 
scheduled on the FlexRay static segment. The 
remaining six messages are sporadic and need to be 
mapped into the dynamic segment. 

The period of the bus cycle (gdCycle) must be lower 
than the maximum cycle length cdCycleMax equal to 
16 ms and has, also, to be an integer divisor of the 
period of the global static segment. In addition, each 
node has a counter vCycleCounter in the interval 0…63. 
Thus, during a period of the global static schedule there 
can be at most 64 bus cycles. 

Observing our message set, we have noticed that 
almost all of the message periods are multipliers of 5 
ms; so we can fix the period of the bus cycle to 5 ms 
andadjust some message periods, especially the 
messages introduced by Ben Gaid, M-M in Ref. [16] 
and others introduced by M. Utayba in Ref. [14]. All 
messages with period equal to 8 ms will have a period 
of 5 ms, and messages with period equal to 12 ms will 
have 10 ms as new period. This will not affect our 
system efficiency since it will make it faster and more 
reactive. 

There is another problem concerning messages with 
a period of 1,000 ms that makes them not schedulable. 
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In fact, even if we consider the longest period of the 
global static schedule (64 bus cycles), we would not 
manage to reach the 1000 ms. Thus, we have to 
decrease this period to 64 × 5 = 320 ms. 

We have also replaced the original bus priorities 
designed for an event triggered bus (CAN) by a local 
priority table to order transmission of messages having 
the same Frame Identifier on different slots assigned to 
their source node. 

Table 5 shows different nodes sending static messages 
with their corresponding frame identifiers, the local 
priority and the period of each static message in ms. 

Based on the previous study and taking into account 
that a static schedule consists of elaborating a 

schedule table of our message set, we propose Table 6 
for scheduling our 30 periodic messages on the 
FlexRay SS. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented a method for fixed 
priority task scheduling on a FlexRay node and a static 
cyclic approach to message scheduling on the SS of the 
FlexRay bus. To evaluate those two approaches 
performances, we have applied our study to the 
extended SAE benchmark after introducing some 
changes in order to adapt it to the FlexRay protocoll 
requirements. In future works, we intend to enhance 
our study by the FlexRay configuration and timing 

 

Table 5  Periodic message set. 

FlexRay Node Frame Identifier Local Priority T [ms] 

BCM 1 

1 5 
2 5 
3 100 
4 320 

ECM 2 

1 5 
2 5 
3 10 
4 320 

HBCU (Hydraulic Brake 
Control Unit) 3 

1 5 
2 100 

TCU (Transmission 
Control Unit)  4 

1 5 
2 100 
3 320 

Front-Left Wheel 
Module 5 

1 5 
2 10 

Front-Right Wheel 
Module 6 

1 5 
2 10 

Rear-Left Wheel 
Module 7 

1 5 
2 10 

Rear-Right Wheel 
Module 8 

1 5 
2 10 

Active Suspension Unit 9 1 10 
AFS (Active Frame 
Steering) 10 1 10 

Electronic BCM 11 1 5 
Throttle Control Unit 12 1 5 

Traction Control Unit 13 
1 5 
2 5 

ESP/ROM 14 
1 5 
2 10 

ACC (Adaptive Cruise 
Control) 15 1 10 
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Table 6  The global SS table. 

FlexRay node Frame identifier Slot number Cycle number 

BCM 1 

1 All cycles 
2 All cycles 
3 Every 20 cycles 
4 First cycle only 

ECM 2 

5 All cycles 
6 All cycles 
7 Every two cycles 
8 First cycle only 

HBCU  3 
9 All cycles 

10 Every 20 cycles 

 
TCM  
 

4 
11 All cycles 
12 Every 20 cycles 
13 First cycle only 

Front-left wheel module 5 
14 All cycles 
15 Every two cycles 

Front-right wheel module 6 
16 All cycles 
17 Every two cycles 

Rear-left wheel module 7 
18 All cycles 
19 Every two cycles 

Rear-right wheel module 8 
20 All cycles 
21 Every two cycles 

Active suspension unit 9 22 Every two cycles 
AFS  10 23 Every two cycles 
Electronic BCM 11 24 All cycles 
Throttle control unit 12 25 All cycles 

Traction control unit 13 
26 All cycles 
27 All cycles 

ESP/ROM 14 
28 All cycles 
29 Every two cycles 

ACC 15 30 Every two cycles 
 

parameters definition (static and dynamic segment 
lengths, static slots size, and the number of macro-ticks 
within every static slot). We intend also to study the 
case of the FlexRay DS scheduling and its FTDMA 
protocol implementation. Also, we will calculate the 
response time, based on the full scheduling model, 
taking into account all the sources of delay, and 
introduce it into our system to further prove that the 
QoS of SAE benchmark are insured [17]. 
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Abstract: The implementation of ICT (information and communication technologies) into the educational process is becoming a 
reality in the 21st century. Today’s students grow up with technology. To keep their attention, scientific problems should be solved 
through visualization, which is made possible using ICT in the educational process. In the modern educational process, students still 
have difficulties in learning science concepts. Also, it is a very common problem that students cannot apply mathematical language and 
concepts into other science areas such as physics, engineering, etc. For example, students start learning about vectors in mathematics in 
secondary school. Vectors are very important because they have a wide area of applications especially in physics, engineering and 
navigation to represent forces, tension, velocity, etc.. Using the free mathematical software GeoGebra, a simulation of using vectors in 
these areas is made. It will be shown that such simulations increase students’ interest, keep their attention, and make this knowledge 
more real and more understandable and connected to the physical world and thus more applicable to their other studies. 
 
Key words: Education, GeoGebra, ICT, vectors. 
 

1. Introduction  

An indisputable fact is that mathematics is a 
fundamental science; it is the foundation for all other 
natural sciences. No other natural science can be 
imagined without the existence of mathematics. On the 
other hand, because mathematics is still a problem for a 
large number of students, there is a need to find ways 
through which this fundamental science will be more 
accessible, so that students with greater understanding 
and enthusiasm will master its principles. Modern 
educational methods and the use of information and 
communication technologies in visualizing and 
manipulating mathematics are important. 

Certain quantities in physics are represented using 
mathematical concepts. For example, force, 
displacement and velocity are represented by the 
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mathematical concept of vector. Vectors are one of 
mathematical concepts that have application in all 
other natural sciences. This makes them a good choice 
to explain the solution of mathematical and other 
sciences problems with the help of the dynamic 
mathematic software. 

The main purpose of this paper is to use free and 
open source software to develop instructional materials 
about vectors for use in all scientific fields. The 
teaching materials, which can be made by the teachers 
or by the students, are actually simulations of real-life 
problems that are resolved by means of vectors. They 
provide better visualization of the real-life problems 
and at the same time a better understanding of 
mathematical principles. 

For this purpose, the mathematical software 
GeoGebra is used. GeoGebra is the software 
application which consolidates algebraic and 
geometric solutions which provides excellent 
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visualization of a given problem based on the algebraic 
calculations. Also, GeoGebra provides an opportunity 
to experiment with different initial values in a given 
problem, and to draw conclusions based on the 
obtained solutions. 

2. Previous Research about Student 
Understanding of Vectors 

According to Ref. [1], vectors are an essential 
component of the mathematical language of physics, 
even at the introductory level. But the primary 
conclusion drawn from his test is that only about 
one-third of the students in a calculus-based 
introductory course have sufficient vector knowledge 
to proceed with mechanics, while a full 50 percent of 
the class enters with no useful knowledge of vectors at 
all. 

In Ref. [2], authors found that ideas about vectors 
addition and subtraction are often more difficult for 
students in a physical context. 

According to their research, the authors in Ref. [3] 
conclude that significant additional instruction of 
vectors may be needed if introductory physics students 
are to master those concepts. 

In Ref. [4], Flores said that most undergraduate 
students have a problem understanding fundamental 
physics concepts, primarily with vector operations. The 
developments of the mathematical objects that 
represent physical concepts determine a cognitive 
evolution of the students’ mathematical structures in 
the learning physical concepts. 

From the cited authors, it is obvious that the concept 
of vector is not understandable for a large number of 
students. To explain vectors, the new approach should 
be offered. Using software to explain the concept of 
vectors is a contemporary approach that 
simultaneously includes one of the basic mathematical 
pre-requisite skills: visualization. 

On the other hand online research about the 
computer simulations of vectors application shows that 
there are not a lot of interactive teaching materials in 

this area. For example, one of the most widely used 
programs Phet does have an interactive and it is good, 
you can download or embed freely, but it is severely 
limited in its possibilities and it does not show the math, 
which is the key. 

Phet is available at: 
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/vector-addition 

3. Using ICT in Science 
Education—Methodology 

According to Ref. [5], one of mathematics 
pre-requisite skills is visualization. This skill has a 
significant rule in mastering vectors, especially using 
vectors in different situations and in different sciences 
fields. For example, if the student has to solve an 
exercise with forces that acted on a body, he/she must 
visualize where the force actually acts and the direction 
of it. One approach is to draw such situations on a piece 
of paper, but what if the initial conditions are changed? 
The students have to draw a number of situations in 
order to make a conclusion, especially if the problem is 
complex. 

Here is where the implementation of information 
and communications technologies into the educational 
process is vital. There are a number of ways that ICT 
can be implemented in the educational process in 
general, with special accent to science education. For 
this purpose, GeoGebra—the free dynamic mathematic 
software for learning and teaching is used to make 
simulations of real-life problems which include vectors 
in their solutions. 

The two problems taken as a basis for our research 
require that the students have a mathematical 
background in solving right triangle geometry and its 
algebraic descendant trigonometry. The students also 
must be familiar with the vectors and addition of 
vectors. 

Often these concepts are taught separately and 
connecting them mathematically and to the physical 
science in question is quite difficult for the student. 

The idea is that teachers solve this or a similar 
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weight of the suspended body and angles that the wires 
make with the horizontal beam (Fig. 3). 

By moving the sliders, a wide range of initial values 
can be obtained. Students can read the resulting 
magnitudes and force vectors from the formulas as part 
of the computer simulation of the problem and work 
backwards and forwards to solve other types of 
problems, e.g. a 35N weight is suspended by two wires. 
The wire on the right makes an angle of 70° with the 
horizontal and the force acting on the left wire is F1 = 
13.7 N, (see Fig. 4). This gives the student a basis for 
making comparisons and drawing conclusions. 

The solution of example 2 using GeoGebra is 
uploaded to the GeoGebra Tube at: 
http://www.geogebratube.org/material/show/id/4861. 

5. Conclusions 

The research done in this paper has a two-fold 
purpose. The first is to show how the free and open 
source dynamic mathematics software GeoGebra can 
be actively used by teachers and students in visualizing, 
connecting and understanding mathematical concepts 
and in improving problem solving skills. This is 
illustrated by the application of this concept to vectors. 

The mathematical concept of vectors is widely used 
in many scientific areas. It is obvious that vectors are 
important not only for educational purposes, but also 
for a number of real-life science problems. Numerous 
studies have shown that some undergraduate students 
still have difficulties with the concept of vectors and 
especially with the usage of vectors in different 
scientific areas, as physics, mechanics, engineering, 
navigation etc.. Difficulties mainly result from the 
different representation of vectors in a variety of 
applications. 

The two specific examples serve as an illustration of 
how this type of problems may be closer to students. 
Software simulations can be developed by teachers but 
also by students under the supervision of the teacher, 
which is a great opportunity for them to learn the basic 
mathematical rules needed to solve specific problems.  

 

 
Fig. 3  Application of vectors in physics: Solution with 
GeoGebra to Example 2. 
 

 
Fig. 4  Different solutions for different initial values in 
Example 2. 
 

Simulations made with GeoGebra, provide better 
visualization of problems, the ability to compare results 
obtained for different initial values and open space for 
discussion between teacher and students and between 
students themselves. 

The advantages of this approach in the solution of 
real-life math problems are obvious. Students learn 
mathematics in a more interesting way. They became 
active participants in the process of learning and 
problem solving. By creating GeoGebra applets they 
connect algebra and geometry; by using the applets 
they can connect how different input results in different 
output and these connections build understanding. 
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Abstract: The development of high order thinking has been considered as a national priority of learning. By using three iteration action 
research in six elementary schools in Guangzhou, China for about 1 year and a half, we found that visual thinking tools can improve 
students’ high order thinking ability and change the traditional teaching method. By using this activity frame work, the teachers can 
better understand what are the students thinking about and the students can use the thinking tools to help themselves solve complex 
problems and discuss with other people. The reason we do this research is to improve the high-order thinking ability of primary student. 
In this paper, we summarize an activity frame work of using visual thinking tools to improve students thinking ability. And the frame 
work can be divided into three stages: preparatory stage, implementation stage and assessment stage. And different stage has different 
activity. Though this activity frame work is not perfect enough, we will improve it in our future study. 
 
Key words: Activity frame work, thinking tool, thinking ability. 
 

1. Introduction 

21st century can be called as a century of 
tremendous changes in social, economic and cultural 
fields. Accordingly, the most important goal of 
education in this century should be nurture learners that 
are ready to face the changing society and complexity 
of information explosion period. Consequently, the 
development of high-order thinking has been 
considered as a national priority of learning [1]. When 
we think about how to achieve this goal, we face 
several problems. The first one is that thinking is an 
abstract thing; are there some certain ways to lead the 
students to think more deeply by using the visual 
thinking tools? The second one is if there are certain 
strategies, could we summarize some positive ones and 
develop them into an activity frame work? And that is 
why we use thinking tools during the teaching process.  

In this paper, we analyze the difference of the 
thinking process by changing the activity process, and 
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then improve the activity frame work. The 
experimental results prove that the frame work can 
improve students’ thinking ability. The paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 introduces research 
methodology; Section 3 states and analyzes the data 
and Section 4 gives conclusions. 

2. Research Methodology 

Thinking skills is one of the most important elements 
in learning process, and research has widely provided 
evidence for the integration of thinking skills into 
subject instruction [2]. Therefore, we have some 
experiments in six elementary schools of Guangzhou, 
China by action research method (Table 1). We use 
different thinking tools [3] in the class, such as 
venn-diagram, PMI (Plus, Minus, Interest) [4] etc.. 

And then we analyze the video by IFIAS (improved 
Flanders interaction analysis system) and video clips. 

3. Data and Analysis 

After we use the visual thinking tools in the primary 
school in Guangzhou, China for one year, and depending 
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Table 1  The situation of six experimental schools. 

 Experimental School Teachers Students 

First Round (2012.8-2013.8) 
Yunshan Primary School 2 65 
Zhongshan Road West Primary School 2 65 
Xining Primary School 3 64 

Second Round (2013.4-2014.4) 
Peizheng Primary School 12 Grade 4-6 
South China normal University Affiliated Elementary School 10 Grade 4-6 
Dexing Elementary School 17 Grade 4-6 

 

on the analysis of some excellent cases of PETA, we 
summarize a preliminary activity frame to improve 
students’ high order thinking ability by using visual 
thinking tools. 

3.1 Iteration 1 and Its Problems 

In the first iteration, we built up an instructional flow 
depend on the problem-based learning [5] (see Fig. 1). 

After several months, we analyze the video by 
IFIAS and video clips (Table 2), and then compare the 
works of the students, and we found that: 

The student could not choose a proper thinking tool 
from too much ones. 

Some students did not understand and felt interesting 
of the question they be asked to solved. 

We found that the communication between team rarely. 
The last and also the most important one, the 

students could not finish the thinking tools very well, 
in other word, the student could not solve the questions 
very well. 

3.2 Iteration 2 and Changes 

We change the instructional flow (see Fig. 2), and try 
it again in the elementary school, at this time we found 
that: 

(1) The students understand the problem better 
and they can share the opinion with other team; 

(2) But the students did not know why they will 
research this question. Did they just to compare or just to 
collect some information about this question? 

(3) The students divide into several groups, 
maybe it can improve the students’ collaborative 
ability, but at the same time, some group-member did 
not active part in it. 

 

 

Fig. 1  Instructional flow in the first iteration. 
 

 
Fig. 2  Instructional flow in the second iteration. 

3.3 Iteration 3 and the Activity Frame Work. 

We summarize a preliminary activity frame work 
(see Fig. 3) which is useful to promote students’ 
high-order thinking ability and we will improve this 
activity framework in the later research. 

Find some resources 
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Table 2  Analyzing video by IFIAS. 

Every 3s                     
1min 6 6 9 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 9 4 4 
2min 4 9 3 9 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 14 9 9 3 3 6 7 
3min 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
4min 13 7 13 12 7 7 7 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 7 13 12 12 12 12 
5min 12 12 12 7 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 2 2 12 12 12 
6 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
7 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 6 6 6 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 6 13 6 16 
8 min 16 3 3 3 6 2 13 13 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 11 3 
9 min 3 7 7 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 3 2 3 12 12 
10 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 7 7 12 
11 min 16 16 16 16 16 16 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
12 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
13 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
14 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
15 min 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
16 min 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 7 15 15 15 15 15 15 
17 min 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
18 min 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
19 min 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 10 10 
20 min 16 16 7 16 16 13 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 7 4 4 9 9 
21 min 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10  4 4 4 4 4 9 9 9 9 9 
22 min 2 2 2 2 2 7 7 13 13 16 16 10 10 10 10 13 10 10 10 10 
23 min 10 10 10 10 10 7 4 4 9 9 4 13 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 5 
24 min 5 2 7 2 13 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 13 7 7 7 7 7 7 
25 min 13 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 13 13 13 13 13 13 7 7 7 13 13 
26 min 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
27 min 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 7 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
28 min 12 12 12 12 7 13 13 13 7 7 5 5 9 9 9 9 9 10 6 2 
29 min 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
30 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 7 12 12 12 12 12 12 
31 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
32 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
33 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
34 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
35 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
36 min 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 7 7 7 13 6 6 
37 min 6 6 6 6 13 13 17 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 13 10 10 10 5 10 
38 min 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 6 4 4 9 9 9 
39 min 4 9 9 9 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
40 min 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 13 13 13 13 13 7 7 7 
 

Depending on the analysis of some excellent cases of 
PETA, we summarize a preliminary activity frame to 
improve students’ high order thinking ability by using 
visual thinking tools. 

3.3.1 Preparatory Stage 
In the preparatory stage, the elementary teachers 

establish the teaching content and define the instructional 
objectives. Then according to the content and objectives, 
the teacher designs a question or task and prepares some 
resources. In this session, the most important thing is to 
design a proper question or task depending on the goals 
that you want to achieve. In PETA, the students are about  
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Fig. 3  Preliminary activity frame. 
 

11 to 12 years old; sometimes they could not choose a 
proper thinking tool, so another thing they think about 
is which thinking tool needs to be given to the students. 

3.3.2 Implementation Stage 
The implementation stage is the most important 

stage of this activity frame. It includes the following 
six parts: 

(1) Put forward a learning problems or tasks, 
establish the thinking space to the students and ensure 
them understanding the objectives of this course;  

(2) Discuss and solve the problem. The teacher 
provides some learning resources, and the students also 
can find some resource including the relevant network 
resources, multimedia resources, such as books and 
materials and photos by themselves. Then the students 
may find the problem or ask questions, and form their 
point of view; 

(3) Use thinking tools to begin group 
collaborative learning. The teacher will introduce 
several related thinking tools and the students can 
choose some of them to use and answer questions or 
solve the problem by finish the thinking tools; 

(4) The students will share their opinion and ask 
questions cross group. In this part, student can 
communicate with other group and find the 
disadvantage and advantage (see Fig. 4); 

(5) Modification and report. After that, students 
will modify their thinking tools and then give a 

presentation about it; 
(6) At last, the students may use the PMI 

Diagram or Pyramid Sheet to evaluate themselves and 
other group. 

3.3.3 Assessment Stage 
In the assessment stage, we will assess the teaching 

effectiveness with the teacher and try to improve our 
instructional method by the following ways: 

 Analyze the content of the student work; 
 Analyze the content of PMI or other evaluating tools; 
 Analyze the teaching video; 
 Design a questionnaire survey; 
 Interview teachers and students. 

4. Conclusions 

After practiced in the primary school in Guangzhou 
for one year, we found that by using this activity frame 
work (see Fig. 5), students can improve themselves’ 
high order thinking ability. The traditional teaching 
methods have changed. The teachers can better 
understand what the students are thinking about and the 
students can use the thinking tool to help themselves 
solve complex problem and discuss with other people. 
Of course, we know that the instructional method we 
said about is not perfect enough. We will try our best to 
improve it in the later research. 

The work is supported by the Scientific Research 
Foundation of Graduate School of South China 
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Fig. 4  Preliminary activity frame. 
 

 
Fig. 5  Activity frame work of using visual thinking tools. 
 

Normal University. 
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Abstract: The multiple determination tasks of chemical properties are a classical problem in analytical chemistry. The major problem 
is concerned in to find the best subset of variables that better represents the compounds. These variables are obtained by a 
spectrophotometer device. This device measures hundreds of correlated variables related with physicochemical properties and that can 
be used to estimate the component of interest. The problem is the selection of a subset of informative and uncorrelated variables that 
help the minimization of prediction error. Classical algorithms select a subset of variables for each compound considered. In this work 
we propose the use of the SPEA-II (strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm II). We would like to show that the variable selection 
algorithm can selected just one subset used for multiple determinations using multiple linear regressions. For the case study is used 
wheat data obtained by NIR (near-infrared spectroscopy) spectrometry where the objective is the determination of a variable subgroup 
with information about E protein content (%), test weight (Kg/Hl), WKT (wheat kernel texture) (%) and farinograph water absorption 
(%). The results of traditional techniques of multivariate calibration as the SPA (successive projections algorithm), PLS (partial least 
square) and mono-objective genetic algorithm are presents for comparisons. For NIR spectral analysis of protein concentration on 
wheat, the number of variables selected from 775 spectral variables was reduced for just 10 in the SPEA-II algorithm. The prediction 
error decreased from 0.2 in the classical methods to 0.09 in proposed approach, a reduction of 37%. The model using variables selected 
by SPEA-II had better prediction performance than classical algorithms and full-spectrum partial least-squares. 
 
Key words: Multi-objective algorithms, variable selection, linear regression. 
 

1. Introduction  

Spectroscopic multi-component analysis is a 
subfield from quantitative chemical that cares of the 
concentration determination of one or several 
substances present in a sample. Knowing the 
composition of a sample is very important and several 
ways have been developed to make it possible, like 
gravimetric and volumetric analysis. Spectrocopic 
multi-component analysis is an analytical technique 
that produces spectra of the molecules comprising a 
sample of material. The spectra are used to determine 
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the elemental composition of a sample and to elucidate 
the chemical structures of molecules and other 
chemical compounds. The spectrophotometric 
technique measure the interaction between the object in 
analysis and radiated energy supported by 
Lambert-Beer law [1, 2]. The sample receives a 
radiation and the absorbed energy could be measure by 
spectrophotometer and related with the propriety 
concentration [3]. 

To obtain the concentration of entire sample, it is 
necessary to radiate different wavelengths 
simultaneously. In this scenario, normal wavelengths 
are overlapping and consequently two or more signals 
are sending the same information. In algebra terms, the 
waves are overlapping means high correlation among 
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variables and can induce to mathematical problems in 
the regression model process [4]. 

Let a sample including two absorbances A(  and 
)B  with spectral overlapping )1(λ  and )2(λ , is 

possible to get Ay  and By  like as 
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In general terms, the multivariate model is given by 
ε++++= −− 111100 JJ bxbxbxy  (3) 

Or， in matrix notation 
εXβY +=              (4) 

with ]   [ 110 −= Jxxxx is the vector of measured 
values, T

Jbbb ]   [ 110 −=β  is the vector to be 
determined and ε  is a part of random error. 

In the case of i  samples are available with 
wavelength, we can arrange in pairs ℜ×ℜ∈ J

ii yx ),(  
like as 
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where, )( n
j

ix λ  is the thi −  sample of object in the 
wavelength nλ  and a

iy  is the concentration of a   in 
the thi −  sample. Where the relation between the 
absorbance and concentration can be estimated by a 
coefficient matrix β  that multiply X  for obtaining 
Y  estimate. The matrix X  and Y  are divided in 

calX  and calY  for obtaining the coefficient matrix β  
and testX  and testY  are used to test the accuracy of 
prediction model. The coefficients β  can be obtained 
by linear regression model according the Eq. (6). 

cal
T
calcal

T
cal YXXXβ 1)( −=   (6) 

and Ŷ  can be estimate like as 

βXY test
ˆ =     (7) 

The problem happens because the devices have been 
developed to more accurately measure the absorbance, 
generating a lot of variables. As a consequence there 
are more wavelengths (variables) than samples 
(equations), in the case study of this work for example, 
we have 775 variables and 389 samples in calX  
matrix using a device not much modern. The most 
modern devices generate thousands of variables. In the 
Eq. (6), if the number of variables is major than the 
number of sample, the inversion is not possible or 
ill-conditioned. One solution is the use of variable 
selection algorithms like as genetic algorithm to choice 
a variable subset not redundant and without collinearity 
from the original set or the use of new variables 
obtained from linear transformations like as PLS 
algorithm. 

The literature about this problem [5-8] indicates that 
the genetic algorithm select a number of variables lager 
than classical methods like as PLS algorithm and SPA. 
In this sense we propose the use of a multi-objective 
formulation to variable selection problem. We use the 
error of prediction and the number of variables in the 
fitness evaluation method. Like as discuss in Filhoet. 
Al. [9], the multi-objective formulation can improve 
the regression model generalization ability. In the 
Section 3, we show that the use of just error prediction 
can guide the genetic algorithm for a model with excess 
of variables and low generalization power. 
Additionally, a decision maker method based on 
statistical test for choice a final solution from the 
Pareto front is proposed. 

2. Background 

2.1 Multicollinearity Problem and Variables Selection 

The existence of linear correlation between two or 
more independent variables in a multiple regression 
model is defined as multicollinearity [10]. This 
problem may cause difficulty with the reliability of the 
estimates of the model coefficients and difficulty in 
understanding the values obtained in response variable 
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[9, 10]. 
In prediction problems when the regression model 

have many variables, the larger part can contribute 
little or nothing to prediction precision, therefore, 
select a reduced set with the variables that do influence 
positively in the regression model is crucial [10]. To 
define a smaller set of independent explanatory 
variables to be included in the final regression model is 
a frequent problem in regression problem. The problem 
of determining an appropriate equation based on a 
subset of the original set of variables includes the 
criterion used to analyze the variables and select a 
subset and to estimate of the coefficients in the Eq. (6). 

According to Miller [11], the reasons for using only 
some of the available or possible predictor variables 
include:  

(1) To estimate or predict at lower cost by reducing 
the number of variables on which data are collected;  

(2) To predict accurately by eliminating 
uninformative variables; 

(3) To describe a multivariate data set 
parsimoniously; 

(4) To estimate regression coefficients with small 
standard errors (particularly when some of the 
predictors are highly correlated).  

The proposed strategy to the problem of variables 
selection for MLR (multiple linear regression) is the 
use of GA (genetic algorithm) to solve the 
multicollinearity problem, reduce cost by reducing the 
number of variables and minimize the residuals errors. 

2.2 Classical Methods for Variable Selection in 
Calibration Problems 

There are three classical algorithms for variable 
selection in calibration problems: the SPA, GA and 
PLS [7]. The SPA and GA works in the original 
domain of variables whereas PLS instead of finding 
hyperplanes of minimum variance between the 
response and independent variables, it finds a linear 
regression model by projecting the predicted variables 
and the observable variables to a new space combining 

new variables from PCA (principal component analysis). 
The SPA is a forward variable selection technique 

designed to minimize collinearity problems in MLR 
[12]. SPA comprises two main phases: The first 
consists of projection operations carried out on the 
matrix .calX  These projections are used to generate 
chains of variables. Each element in a chain is selected 
in order to show the least collinearity with the previous 
one;in the next phase the candidate subsets of variables 
are evaluated according to the RMSEP (root mean 
square error of prediction) (Eq. (8)) predictive 
performance in the MLR model. The RMSEP evaluates 
how much the concentration predicted by the model 
approximates from the expected concentration. 

N

yy
N

i
ii∑

=

−

= 0

2)ˆ(
RMSEP   (8) 

Where, iŷ  is the predicted value obtained by Eq. (7), 
iy  is the real value of the concentration and N  is the 

total number of samples. 
The RMSEP guides the evaluation of subset of 

variables used in the calibration model and allows us to 
chose models more suitable to prediction. In this sense 
this measure is used also in fitness function of genetic 
algorithm. 

The last results of multivariate calibration literature 
show that the SPA-MLR has the better results in terms 
of RMSEP and parsimony (number of variables 
selected) when compared with the classical genetic 
algorithm and PLS [12-15]. However in this work we 
proposed a new implementation of GA that include the 
use of multi-objective fitness. 

3. Multi-objective Formulation of Variable 
Selection Problem 

The classical genetic algorithm is designed to 
minimize the same function of SPA, that is, the Eq. (8). 
However, as soon as the RMSEP reduce, more 
variables are included in the model. In Lucena [14], we 
demonstrate that RMSEP and the number of variables 
are conflicting goals. In spite of the RMSEP is reduced 
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as soon as more variables can be included in the model. 
On the other hand if the number of variables is lager, 
the Eq. (6) has bad condition and consequently bad 
generalization in new samples. In this sense we 
proposed the multi-objective formulation in the genetic 
algorithm where the first objective is minimize the Eq. 
(8) and the second objective is the minimization of 
number of variables selected. 

We proposed a multi-objective formulation of the 
variable selection for multivariate calibration problem. 
In special, we use three algorithms: NSGA-II 
(non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II), 
(SPEA-II) and epsilon dominance EV-MOGA 
(multi-objective evolutionary algorithm) algorithms, 
developed by Deb et al. [16], NSGA-II, as the first 
NSGA version, implements the dominance concept, 
classifying population in fronts accordingly to its 
dominance level [17]. The best solutions of each 
generation are located at the first front while the worst 
are located at the last front. The process of 
classification occurs until all population individuals are 
located at a front. Finalized this process of 
classification, individuals belonging to first front are 
non-dominated, but dominate individuals from second 
front and the individuals from the second front 
dominate the individuals from the third front and so on. 
The main difference from NSGA-II to a simple GA is 
the way the selection operator is applied, and this 
operator is subdivided in two processes: fast 
non-dominated sorting and crowding-distance. The 
other operators are applied on traditional way. 

SPEA is an extension of the GA for multiple 
objective optimization problems [8]. It is related to 
sibling evolutionary algorithms such as NSGA, VEGA 
(vector-evaluated genetic algorithm) and PAES (Pareto 
archived evolution strategy). There are two versions of 
SPEA, the original SPEA algorithm and the extension 
SPEA-II. The objective of the algorithm is to locate and 
maintain a front of non-dominated solutions, ideally a 
set of Pareto optimal solutions. This is achieved by 
using an evolutionary process to explore the search 

space and a selection process that use a combination of 
the degree to which a candidate solution is dominated 
(strength) and an estimation of density of the Pareto 
front as an assigned fitness. Algorithm maintains an 
external population at every generation storing all 
non-dominates solutions obtained so far. At each 
generation external population is mixed with the 
current population. All non-dominated solutions in the 
mixed population are assigned fitness based on the 
number of solutions they dominate. 

The EV-MOGA algorithm [18-20] is an elitist 
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on the 
control the content of the archive A(t) where the result 
of the optimization problem is stored. EV-MOGA tries 
to ensure that A(t) converges toward an Pareto set, in a 
smart distributed manner along the Pareto front with 
limited memory resources. It also adjusts the limits of 
the Pareto front dynamically and prevents the solutions 
belonging to the ends of the front from being lost. 

3.1 Multi-objective Decision Maker Method 

Multi-objective algorithm presents a set of solutions 
for multi-objective problem at its first front. To help 
choosing a solution within this set, it were applied the 
Wilcoxon signed rank test as a multi-objective decision 
maker method. 

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric 
statistical hypothesis test used when comparing two 
related samples on a single sample to assess whether 
their population means ranks differ [12]. It can be used 
as an alternative to the paired Student’s t-test for 
dependent samples when the population cannot be 
assumed to be normally distributed. 

Let ]  , ,[ˆ 21
i
N

ii yyy=y thi − estimated vector of 
protein content and ε , the difference vector between 
the estimated value jŷ  and the real value y  and 

jε , the difference vector between the estimated value 
jŷ  and the real value .y  The decision maker 

algorithm in the first step choose the chromosome with 
the less value in the Pareto front calculated from 
validation set. We like to know if jε obtained with K  
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variables not have significative difference with jε  
obtained with PK −  variables. That is, the less 
variable number without decreasing the ability 
prediction. The null hypothesis is formulated by a 
two-sided test of the hypothesis that ji εε −  comes 
from a distribution whose median is zero. That is, the 
difference cannot be significative. 

4. Experiments 

Samples are from whole grain wheat, obtained from 
vegetal material from occidental Canadian producers. 
The standard data were determined at the grain research 
laboratory [9, 14, 21, 22]. The data set for the 
multivariate calibration study consists of 775 VIS-NIR 
spectra of whole-kernel wheat samples, which were 
used as shoot-out data in the 2008 international diffuse 
reflectance conference. Protein content, test weight, 
WKT and farinograph water absorption were chosen as 
the properties of interest. Test weight is used as an 
indicator of general grain quality and is a measure of 
grain bulk density. Test weight, but not overall grain 
weight, normally increases during drying. Spectra were 
acquired in the range 400-2,500 nm with a resolution of 
2 nm. In order to remove undesirable baseline features, 
first derivative spectra were calculated by using a 
Savitzky-Golay filter with the nd2  order polynomial 
and an 11-points window [15]. 

The KS (Kennard-stone) [11] algorithm was applied 
to the resulting spectra to divide the data into calibration, 
validation and prediction sets with 259, 258 and 258 
samples, respectively. The validation set was employed 
to guide the selection of variables in SPA-MLR, 
MONO-GA-MLR, NSGA-II-MLR and SPEA-II-MLR. 
The prediction set was only employed in the final 
performance assessment of the resulting MLR models. In 
the PLS study, the calibration and validation sets were 
joined into a single modeling set, which was used in the 
leave-one-out cross-validation procedure. 

4.1 Environment and Tools 

For executing the NSGA-II-MLR, SPEA-II-MLR, 

mono-objective GA, SPA and PLS algorithm were 
used the Matlab software version 7.10 (R2010a). Table 
1 shows the configuration for NSGA-II-MLR and 
SPEA-II-MLR algorithms. MONO-GA-MLR has the 
same parameters of multi-objective algorithms. 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

Fig.1 presents the derivative spectra of wheat sample. 
As can be seen there are several of spectral variables 
available for selection with different absorbance ( λ ). 

First of all, we describe the results of the classical 
algorithms PLS, SPA-MLR and MONO-GA-MLR. 
These results are presented on Table 2. As can be seen 
the RMSEP are similar for the three algorithms in all of 
elements studied. However the MONO-GA-MLR uses 
an expressive number of variables when compared 
with SPA-MLR. This result can be explained by the 
fact of MONO-GA-MLR use just one objective, the 
RMSEP in the validation set. In practice the SPA-MLR is 
used because it uses fewer variables than 
MONO-GA-MLR and PLS. Worth noting that PLS uses 
all original variables to build the new latent variables. The 
next paragraphs present the results obtained by the 
proposal algorithms, NSGA-II-MLR and SPEA-II-MLR 
under 30 executions each.  

Fig. 2 shows one of the Pareto front obtained by 
NSGA-II-MLR (Fig. 2a) and SPEA-II-MLR (Fig. 2b) 
for test weight concentrations. As can be seen, both 
algorithms minimized the two objectives, the number of 
variables and the RMSEP in the validation set. However, 
the SPEA-II-MLR algorithm has a boundary better 
distributed in the objectives space. For this property 
NSGA-II-MLR found solutions with the minimum 
number of 15 variables, while SPEA-II-MLR found 
solutions with just 3 variables. These figures also show 
the decision maker result for both algorithms in this 
execution. 

The selected variables in the chromosome, result of 
the decision maker, can be observed on Fig. 3. In general, 
the number of variables is lower in SPEA-II-MLR than 
NSGA-II-MLR. In spite of SPEA-II-MLR selected 
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Table 1  Multi-objective algorithms NSGA-II, SPEA-II 
and EV-MOEA configuration. 
 NSGA-II, SPEA-II and EV-MOEA 
Population size 100 
Generations number 100 
Selection operator Binary tournament 
Mutation operator Flip 

Mutation probability 0.5 in the individual and 0.05 in the 
gene 

Crossover operator Uniform crossover 
Crossover probability 0.5 and 1 

 

 
 
Fig. 1  Derivative NIR spectra of the wheat samples. 
 
Table 2  Results of traditional techniques PLS, SPA-MLR 
and MONO-GA-MLR.  
 Protein content (%) 
 RMSEP Number of variables 
PLS 0.21 15* 
SPA-MLR 0.20 13 
MONO-GA-MLR 0.21 146 
Test weight (Kg/Hl) 
 RMSEP Number of variables 
PLS 1.23 5* 
SPA-MLR 1.2 29 
MONO-GA-MLR 1.38 112 
WKT (%) 
 RMSEP Number of variables 
PLS 2.76 11* 
SPA-MLR 1.2 36 
MONO-GA-MLR 2.69 157 
Farinograph water absorption (%) 
 RMSEP Number of variables 
PLS 2.11 7* 
SPA-MLR 2.14 18 
MONO-GA-MLR 2.41 96 

*Number of latent variables. 
Range of protein content in the prediction set: 10.2-16.2% m/m. 
Range of test weight in the prediction set: 78.2-84.7 (Kg/Hl). 
Range of WKT in the prediction set: 48-73% m/m. 
Range of WKT in the prediction set: 53.1-75.6% m/m. 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2  Pareto front in the NSGA-II-MLR (a), 
SPEA-II-MLR (b) and EV-MOGA algorithm (c). 
 

less variables, both algorithms cover the same spectral 
regions. This similarity indicates that these regions are 
the most promising to use in the spectrophotometer. In 
practice, this result implies a smaller number of 
wavelengths measures in spectrophotometer for 
quantify the test weight property in real samples. For 
the other properties of interest the results for 
NSGA-II-MLR and SPEA-II-MLR are similar for 
those presented in Figs. 2-3. 
 

Spectral Variables 
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Fig. 3  Variables selected by NSGA-II-MLR (a), 
SPEA-II-MLR (b) and EV-MOEA algorithm. 
 

The solutions obtained by the decision maker in 
each of the executions will be used in the next 
paragraphs in order to calculate the RMSEP measure 
in the prediction set. Table 3 shows the resume of 
results of NSGA-II-MLR and SPEA-II-MLR. The 
results were obtained by 30 executions of each of 
these algorithms for each property. Worth noting that 
results refer to solution selected by decision maker in 
each execution applied in the prediction set. The 
prediction set was not used at any stage of the 

proposed algorithms. This set is used to measure the 
generalization ability of the obtained solutions. As can 
be seem the NSGA-II-MLR and SPEA-II-MLR had a 
small difference in RMSEP average. For protein 
content and test weight NSGA-II-MLR has better 
RMSEP values than SPEA-II-MLR, but for WKT and 
Farinograph water absorption SPEA-II-MLR obtained 
better RMSEP values. However, for all the properties 
SPEA-II-MLR found solutions with a lower number 
of variables selected than NSGA-II-MLR. 

Analyzing all results obtained by NSGA-II-MLR 
and SPEA-II-MLR algorithms we infer that 
SPEA-II-MLR has a best behavior. SPEA-II-MLR 
selects a fewest number of variables and it has a small 
difference in RMSEP of NSGA-II-MLR. The few 
number of variables is important in other applications 
of calibration problems where the spectroscopy 
measure can be expensive. In this cases the expert can 
choose a solution with a prediction error a little high 
but with few variables. 

Now, we compared the results obtained by 
SPEA-II-MLR with the classical algorithms. First of all, 
we can see that the multi-objective formulation 
resolved the problem of excessive number of variables 
in the mono-objective approach. For example, in the 
test weight, while the MONO-GA-MLR selected 112 
variables with a prediction error of 1.38, 
SPEA-II-MLR chose just 9 variables with a prediction 
error of 1.01. And for the WKT, MONO-GA-MLR 
selected 157 variables with RMSEP of 2.69 while, 
SPEA-II-MLR selects 9 with a prediction error of 2.19. 
In comparison with SPA-MLR, SPEA-II-MLR also 
use a less number of variables in average for all the 
properties of interest, SPA-MLR uses 13, 29, 36 and 18 
variables while SPEA-II-MLR selects 10, 9, 9 and 5, 
respectively. The average RMSEP result of 
SPEA-II-MLR was 57% better than PLS and 
MONO-GA-MLR and 55% better than SPA-MLR. In 
the test weight property, SPEA-II-MLR was 15.8%, 
17.8% and 26.8% better than SPA-MLR, PLS and 
MONO-GA-MLR respectively. In the WKT property, 
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Table 3  Results of traditional techniques PLS, SPA-MLR and MONO-GA-MLR. The results are expressed in RMSEP 
terms in the prediction set. 

 NSGA-II-MLR SPEA-II-MLR EV-MOEA 
Protein content (%) 
Average RMSEP 0.087 0.090 0.0746 
Maximum RMSEP 0.129 0.145 0.1257 
Minimum RMSEP 0.059 0.068 0.0501 
Average number of variables 19 10 15 
Maximum number of variables 24 17 85 
Minimum number of variables 12 7 8 
Test weight (Kg/Hl) 
Average RMSEP 0.76 1.01 0.69 
Maximum RMSEP 0.88 1.13 0.90 
Minimum RMSEP 0.70 0.89 0.61 
Average number of variables 22 9 9 
Maximum number of variables 30 10 43 
Minimum number of variables 17 7 7 
WKT (%) 
Average RMSEP 2.27 2.19 2.04 
Maximum RMSEP 2.39 2.45 2.39 
Minimum RMSEP 2.19 2.11 1.86 
Average number of variables 19 9 10 
Maximum number of variables 29 15 59 
Minimum number of variables 14 5 7 
Farinograph water absorption (%) 
Average RMSEP 2.17 2.10 1.93 
Maximum RMSEP 2.39 2.35 2.21 
Minimum RMSEP 2.09 2.08 1.81 
Average number of variables 12 5 6 
Maximum number of variables 16 7 69 
Minimum number of variables 9 4 6 
 

the improvement of SPEA-II-MLR in relation SPA-MLR, 
PLS and MONO-GA-MLR was 11.6%, 17.7% and 
15.6% respectively. And finally, in the farinograph water 
absorption property SPEA-II-MLR was 1.8%, 2.3% and 
2.3% better than SPA-MLR, PLS and MONO-GA-MLR, 
respectively. 

Fig. 4 shows the result of prediction of test weight 
versus the real test weight by the solution of SPEA-II with 
less RMSEP value. In the ideal case the points are 
arranged on a straight line. As can be seen, the predicted 
values are close of real values. In Fig. 5, we can see the 
result of prediction of protein content using the model 
with the less RMSEP value. The predicted values are very 
close of real values using just 13 variables selected by the 
multi-objective algorithm. In selected variables can be 

 

 

 
Fig. 4  Comparison between real and predicted test weight 
by model built by SPEA-II. 
 

used in practice. The results for the other properties 
were similar. 
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Fig. 5  Comparison between real and predicted protein 
content by model built by EV-MOEA. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, we proposed a multi-objective 
formulation of variable selection problem in multiple 
determination problems of chemical properties using 
NSGA-II-MLR, SPEA-II-MLR and EV-MOEA 
algorithms. A case study based on chemical properties 
of wheat was presented. The results obtained showed 
that the multi-objective formulation resolved the over 
fitting classical problem of mono-objective 
formulation. While mono-objective GA formulation 
use a bigger number of variables with prediction error 
similar to classical algorithms the multi-objective 
algorithms use fewer variables with the less prediction 
error. The results of three multi-objective algorithms 
were similar, with a slight advantage for EV-MOEA. 
We can conclude that the main aspect is the proposed 
multi-objective formulation for the problem 
independent of the multi-objective algorithm used. 
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Abstract: The convergence of telecommunications and computer science, the realization of computer-based networks and the 
integration of languages, by overcoming space and time constraints, gave rise to the globalization process and to the development of 
the knowledge society. We are facing a true revolution that is based on the multiplication of knowledge and its corresponding 
applications, but also on the knowledge codification, memorization and knowledge transfer. The challenges that educational 
institutions, and the University in particular, are called to face are linked to the fact that classrooms or lecture halls are no longer the 
only places where one can follow study courses: anybody from anywhere, if he has the required technological equipment and the 
appropriate materials can build his own environment to carry on his own educational and self-learning process. This is the reason 
why we need to identify new models of university and psycho-pedagogic theories allowing for the development of new 
Internet-based teaching and learning models by carrying on research work. This paper describes the university model proposed by 
International Telematic University UNINETTUNO, rapidly become acknowledged at an international level. 
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1. Introduction  

This paper illustrates the university model proposed 
by International Telematic University UNINETTUNO, 
developed in more than 25 years of theoretical and 
applied research on teaching and learning 
technologies. 

Facing the challenge of economy and market 
internationalization processes, of the continuous and 
progressive process of codification, storage and 
transfer of knowledge and of functions to automatic 
and computer-based structures, which enlarge and 
multiply the possibilities for acquiring information and 
knowledge and for establishing interactions, the 
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traditional educational systems show their limits 
worldwide. By now, classrooms or lecture halls are no 
longer the only places where one can follow study 
courses; on the contrary, anybody from anywhere, if he 
has the required technological equipment and the 
appropriate materials can build his own environment to 
carry on his own educational and self-learning process 
[1]. 

New technologies allow for a direct connection 
between the university and the user through a simple 
PC, a tablet or a smart-phone: lessons, multimedia 
products, databases, self-assessment systems, exams 
organization. In the “virtual” classrooms, it is possible 
to reproduce teaching-learning activities as it happens 
in actual classrooms, but it is also possible to 
significantly increase the amount of information and 
start up multiple interactions in real time among 
individuals belonging to different cultural levels, 
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having different traditions and experiences and coming 
from educational environments of different countries 
of the world. Physical distances are cancelled and the 
communication global system allows delocalizing the 
delivery and use of a globalised knowledge.  

The swiftness with which technology evolves, the 
Internet and satellite information transmission will 
soon enable even the poorest countries of the world to 
access the Web. In 2016, according to estimates 
provided by Cisco Systems [2], there will be 10 billion 
mobile equipments connected to the Internet for a 
world population of 7.3 billion of people. This means 
that, on average, each inhabitant of the world will have 
more than a set of equipment to connect to the Web. 
Building schools and universities to take education and 
training to the poorest countries of the world is 
important, but not essential. In the present historical era, 
what is really important is to create quality contents 
that could contribute to improve the life of each single 
person.  

Given that it triggers educational communication 
mechanisms that represents a peculiar form of dialogue 
between professors and students and new interactive 
modes between information sources and receiver, a 
technology-based distance teaching model requires the 
development of theoretical as well as applied research 
programs according to which it is possible to design 
and realize psycho-pedagogic and training models 
aimed at distance teaching and learning. Applied 
research becomes essential to make that results become 
the theoretical basis on which to shape 
psycho-pedagogic and organizational models useful to 
implement distance teaching and learning processes.  

This essay illustrates the psycho-pedagogic model of 
the International Telematic University UNINETTUNO, 
derived from the results achieved by several research 
projects that have been developed by me and my 
research team over the last 25 years. Most of these 
research programs were aimed at the construction of a 
coherent body of theoretical and operational 
knowledge that gave origin to a complex distance 

teaching system, based on the use of cognitive and 
connectionist theories. The results achieved up to now 
allowed getting a balance between the 
technical-engineering components and the cognitive, 
cultural and educational ones, strictly linked to the 
development of the information technologies and they 
involved several international-level scientists of 
various disciplines (technologists, computer scientists, 
learning psychologists, experts in the various 
languages). Therefore, research activity that was 
carried on, was, at the same time, 
theoretical-experimental, pure and applied. As a 
consequence, their results enabled to identify new ways 
for implementing both face-to-face and distance 
teaching-learning processes that already have a 
significant impact on the theories related to learning 
processes, teaching methodologies, distance 
interaction relationships. Cognitive and connectionist 
theories are the theoretical foundation on which the 
whole distance teaching and learning process take 
place.  

The paper is structured as follows: Section 1 gives an 
introduction; Section 2 describes how changes in 
pedagogical models derived from new information and 
communication technologies are implemented in an 
Internet learning environment; Section 3 and 4 
summarize the new teaching (3) and learning (4) 
methods and models; and Section 5 gives the 
conclusions. 

2. Distance Teaching and Learning Models  

Thanks the International Telematic University 
UNINETTUNO model it is possible to integrate the 
different didactic-pedagogical possibilities of the 
various media available and realize, on this basis, a set 
of open and flexible learning environment that allows: 

 Starting, also at distance, new communication 
relationships between students and professors, 
promoting the shift from one-way communication 
(typical of the first distance teaching models) to a 
two-way real time communication model also available 
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in real time; 
 Ending up the one-way communication of 

knowledge and starting a new line of communication 
that allows the student to access dynamic knowledge 
that can be self-enriched by the student and can be 
made available for other people ; 

 Using the PC connected to the Internet as the 
focus of a system where different contributions from 
different media converge to allow the creation of a 
truly integrated and “open” multimedia model. The PC 
allows transmitting directly from the University to the 
student’s desktop lessons, multimedia products, 
databases, tutor support, practice work, assessment and 
self-assessment systems [3]. 

The International Telematic University 
UNINETTUNO proposes didactics envisaging 
synchronic teaching/learning modes where there is 
unity of time, but not of space as it regards the teaching 
and learning process as well as diachronic modes, 
where the educational and training process is no longer 
linked to the unity of time and space.  

2.1 The Internet-based Didactic Portal  

2.1.1 Internet for Teaching and Learning 
The main educational tool of the International 

Telematic University UNINETTUNO is the 
Internet-based learning environment where teaching 
and learning are carried on in 6 languages—Italian, 
English, French, Arabic, Greek, Polish—and it allows 
implementing a new psycho-pedagogic model that is 
characterized by the shift: 

 From teacher’s central role to the student’s central 
role; 

 From knowledge transfer to knowledge creation; 
 From integration between practice and theory; 
 From a passive and competitive learning to active 

and collaborative learning. 
This psycho-pedagogic model is characterized by the 

highest degree of flexibility for the student. By this 
model, the student can build his own learning path in 
function of his educational needs and of his skill-level. 

A learning environment developed in such a way does 
not limit itself to offer rigidly pre-established courses, 
but it offers dynamic contents that can be enriched by 
other contents existing on the Web.  

Actually, in the International Telematic University 
UNINETTUNO, the student is at the centre of the 
educational process; however he is guided by the new 
profile of the professor/telematic tutor who has the task 
of supplying the tools needed to facilitate the 
networked learning and communication process in a 
synchronic and diachronic way.  

In the Didactic Cyberspace, the students actively 
participate in the creation of their own learning paths 
being guided by expert teachers/tutors. This guided 
path leads the learner into the various virtual places that 
were designed and in each of them it is possible to 
implement a training session based on a specific model 
of communication: 

 Through the digitized video lessons, the student 
uses a linear learning mode which is still linked to a 
classical teaching mode, but thanks to the modular 
structure of the contents, the student can exploits the 
hypertextual modes to study and consult books related 
to the issues being treated; 

 In the virtual laboratory, the student can check and 
enhance his knowledge according to a 
“learning-by-doing” mode, being supported “in 
itinere” by a tutoring system; 

 Through the systems of chats, forums, wikis and 
with the web-based virtual classrooms and on second 
Life, finally, the student can carry out collaborative 
learning sharing the phases of the learning process with 
other students coming from different linguistic and 
social settings through a web-based meeting.  

In each learning environment, it is possible to 
integrate each single learning mode with the other ones 
simultaneously and enrich them with various 
possibilities. The multimedia term is intended in its 
widest meaning and the learning activity is structured 
in such a way as to avoid wasting time and confusion 
and promote the spreading of knowledge though 
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various means:  
 From simple to complex (video lesson and 

intelligent library); 
 From theory to application projection (learning by 

doing in the virtual laboratory); 
 From guided exercises to research on the World 

Wide Web (the Internet);  
 From individual study to interactive dialogue 

between professors and students (collaborative 
learning through synchronic and diachronic 
communication and sharing tools) [4]. 

2.1.2 The Didactic Cyberspace 
The main didactic tool is the Internet-based learning 

environment www.uninettunouniversity.net. In the 
didactic cyberspace can access various learning 
environments.  

For each delivered course, the student has at his 
disposal a conceptual map (Fig. 1), a graphical, 
two-dimension and hypertextual representation, in 
which the macro-issues included into each course, the 
lessons included into each macro-issue; clicking on 
each single lesson, the student can see the issues it 
contains and what the materials associated to the whole 
lesson or each single macro-issue that are treated in it.  

In UNINETTUNO psycho-pedagogic model, the 
videolessons play a major role; they are recorded by 
professors coming from the best universities of Italy 
and of the world; then, they are digitized and posted 
online on an interface allowing a hypermedia use. The 
student can watch the videolessons according to a 
linear sequence, or decide to control the teaching 
process by pausing, going backwards or moving along 
the time-line of a lesson as he likes; and he can use the 
tools made available on UNINETTUNO portal: by 
means of the interface designed by UNINETTUNO, 
the student can surf among the videolessons, moving 
from one to another, within the same videolessons, 
using the indexing option that allows him to select a 
specific sub-issue treated by the video professor and 
play the video to the second in which the professor starts 
to treat that specific issue or among the more-in-depth       

   

 
Fig. 1  An example of conceptual map. 
 

materials related to that specific video lesson, by means 
of the box at the right of it.  

In addition, in some specific moments, a bookmark 
(Fig. 2), a lighting signal highlights or one of the types 
of more-in-depth study materials listed in the box at the 
right of the video, indicates to the student that a specific 
more-in-depth study material associated to what the 
professor is speaking about in that specific moment of 
the videolessons. Through this way, the learning 
process becomes an hypermedia process: the student 
can access more-in-depth contents suggested in real 
time by hypermedia bookmarks structured by 
professors and researchers that allow him directly 
access to books and articles, that is to say texts, lecture 
notes, produced essays, selected and made available by 
professors and tutors, CD-Roms, multimedia materials, 
photo galleries, films associated to videolessons; 
bibliographical references and selected lists of websites, 
collections of references to external materials validated 
by professors and tutors experts of each single course 
in scientific terms; exercises and virtual laboratories. 

Through exercises and virtual labs, the students have 
at their disposal materials that will allow them to put 
into practice the knowledge learnt through the study of 
training materials described above. The goal is to 
create a powerful synergy in the virtual laboratory so 
that theoretical learning and practical problem-solving      
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Fig. 2  Videolesson with activated bookmark. 
 

co-exist in the correct ratio and fully integrate each 
other: the student will be able to think about his 
experiences in the learning environment, and the 
abstract principles described by the teacher become 
motivated, are made operative and can be committed to 
memory thanks to the problem-solving activities. The 
exercises available for each course; the self-evaluation 
exercises allow the student to get an independent 
feedback, lesson by lesson, on which is the 
comprehension level gained on the specific subjects 
that he studied. The progress-check exercises, to be 
submitted to the professor/tutor through the portal, are 
assessed by professors who, so doing, will give their 
feedback and a direct comment on which is the learning 
progress achieved by the students on the macro-issues 
for which he is assessed.  In the Laboratories, the 
students can utilize online simulations for benefitting 
from tools that would be accessed only from excellence 
research centres, as well as use theoretical knowledge 
learnt in learning-by-doing activities on materials 
otherwise not accessible; the professor/tutor supervises 
and monitors the student’s activities, who, once he 
completes his experience, automatically sends the 
sheet with the results of his work to the his own tutor.  

The International Telematic University 
UNINETTUNO learning environment gives the 
student an absolutely active role; all the training 
materials are made available for this purpose. The 

student is not left alone, but he is guided by an expert 
tutor. This is the reason why the portal has a special 
area called online tutoring. On the Forums, and Wikis, 
professors, tutors and students discuss about the issues 
proposed by the professors, they further analyze 
specific issues, ask questions on key points of the 
subject being studied. In addition, Professors and 
Tutors plan synchronic meetings on regular basis in 
UNINETTUNO virtual classrooms (Fig. 3) in which 
the students can exchange views with their own 
colleagues and their professors via chat, video 
streaming on the Web live or in the virtual classrooms 
in the UNINETTUNO Island of knowledge on second 
life.  

The student’s whole learning process is continuously 
monitored by the professors and tutors. The students 
are organized in classes, with a numerosity varying 
from 20 to 30 students for each class. The organization 
in classes allows tracing course attendance and the 
learning progress of each student in quantitative as well 
as in qualitative terms. In quantitative terms, the tracing 
system of UNINETTUNO portal (Fig. 4) supplies 
reports and statistical data on the individual study 
activities of each student: accesses to the materials of 
each course, time of use of the videolessons, time 
spent by each student in studying the texts and 
training materials associated to the issues treated in 
the videolessons. In qualitative terms, the teacher/tutor 
 

 
Fig. 3  Collaborative learning environments—virtual 
classroom UNINETTUNO in live streaming. 
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Fig. 4  UNINETTUNO student tracing and reporting 
system.  
 

has the task of checking the students’ learning progress 
through exercises as well as during meetings taking 
place in the Virtual Classroom during which the 
teacher/tutor ask the students questions on the issues 
dealt in the videolessons and check their 
comprehension and mastery level of the these issues for 
each student and including their assessments on a 
qualitative assessment sheet for each single student.  

These data, beside populating the student’s sheet that 
is used by the teacher to decide the admission or not to 
the exam of the individual student who is required to 
have attended the course, having watched the 
videolessons, having taken part to the tutoring 
activities to be admitted to the final exam, are 
aggregated and represent a tool for having a feedback 
on the progress of the whole class. By means of data 
that are aggregate per class, the teacher-tutor can 
immediately see whether there any problems shared by 
the whole class on specific course issues; once he 
identifies a common problem, he can take measures “in 

itinere”, during the same course delivery period, 
supplying more-in-depth study texts, moderating a 
discussion on a forum or planning some meetings on 
the virtual classroom meant to fill the gap that this 
feedback system allowed highlights.  

3. New Teaching Models 

The new model proposed involves a changing of the 
university teachers’ traditional competences. Actually, 
the professors have to learn how to deliver courses on 
television, to design multimedia products, online 
exercises and materials to be put on the website and to 
guide the students along their self-learning process 
using non-traditional tools, methods and technologies.  
The professors have the double function of teaching 
through the Internet, but at the same time of delivering 
a learning support activity through the Internet. 
Designing and producing videolessons changes 
traditional didactic communication of the professors. 
In the new didactic model, the professors have to learn 
a new way of explaining, synthesizing and presenting 
his knowledge to a virtual student in order to trigger a 
critical and reflective learning process. The 
videolesson requires a specific preparatory work and, 
in order to exploit all the potentials of the tools, the 
professor has to work with a team of technicians and 
experts in language of image. We calculated that each 
hour of videolesson requires from twenty to thirty 
hours of preparatory work. This, of course, develops in 
the professors’ new communication skills and the use 
of new languages that area used also to store the results 
of their own research work. This new training 
experience has an impact on the way they deliver their 
lessons also in their traditional academic courses. 

In the videolessons, the professor teaches in an 
interactive way, asks questions to the students; and the 
students answer and interact with the professors and 
jointly develop collaborative learning processes. The 
model of interaction between teacher and students 
applies the Socratic pedagogical theories that are based 
on the fundamental assumption that envisages not a 
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teacher-learner unidirectional kind of teaching, but an 
active participation of the learner in his own training 
process; the teacher guided the student to a customized 
learning path continuously urging him to play an active 
role in the construction of his own knowledge. A 
construction made of continuous and intense dialogues, 
exchanges of questions and answers allowing the direct 
confrontation of opposite assumptions. The “maieutic” 
art, the Socratic Method, based on dialectics is an active 
and interactive learning method. Socrates is beside his 
learner, assists him, motivates him, encourages him not 
to stop learning praising his work when it is 
praiseworthy and stimulating him when he faces some 
difficulties. Interactivity develops in the dialectic way: 
the teacher against the learner, the teacher with the 
learner has a single objective: the conquest of 
knowledge [5]. The telematic teacher/tutor proposes 
some issues and illustrates his theses on forums; he 
discusses them with his learners in the virtual classroom 
and sets the objectives to be met; the learners study them, 
analyze them, re-interpret them, revitalize them and 
enrich them with new ideas, new knowledge; they 
jointly produce new study issues that become topic of 
discussion in further interactive virtual classrooms. The 
learners become active constructors of new knowledge.  

3.1 “One-to-One” Scenario (Learning in a Single 
Mode)  

In this scenario, by means of chats and videochats, the 
teacher-tutor supports the student during his exploration 
of the different environments, giving a constant 
evaluation of his didactic progress, whenever the student 
wishes to. In this phase, teacher-tutor, by means of 
interactive dialogues of the Socratic style, helps the 
student to analyze his own thinking and to discover and 
correct not only his mistakes, but also their causes. 

3.2 “One-to-Many” Scenario (Collaborative Learning 
Mode)  

In this scenario, by means of forums, wikis and 
synchronic meetings in the Virtual Classroom and on 

the UNINETTUNO Island of knowledge on second life, 
the teacher/tutor organizes and structures collaborative 
learning sessions, to promote interaction among the 
different actors of the educational process. The 
teacher-tutor actively directs the work of the groups in 
order to guide it. 

The teacher-tutor has to:  
 Organize group objectives clearly and precisely in 

order to prevent wasting their energies on insignificant 
interactions and activities; 

 Define specialized tasks and assign them to the 
various members; 

 Clearly define the personal responsibilities of 
each member. 

Particular attention must be paid to the group 
objectives, which have various specific functions. The 
tasks will be selected so as to offer a stimulating but 
not impossible challenge in order to activate 
motivation and stimulate the sensation of 
self-effectiveness. In particular, the tasks must be 
complicated enough to: 

 Allow each participant to make his contribution to 
the objective set; 

 Ensure the participants realize that the group has 
greater skills and resources than the individual 
members. 

Briefly, the teacher/tutor has to: 
 Play the role of teacher-director that designs 

learning scenarios and who, later on, cooperates with 
his “students” to create and educational path that 
should take into account different styles of learning; 

 Supply the students not only with theoretical and 
conceptual tools, but also tools that could allow them to 
transform knowledge into practical abilities, then into 
professional skills; 

 Promote, thanks to the “virtual laboratories”, the 
integration between knowing and being able to do;  

 Develop models of sharing knowledge with the 
other users of the Web promoting collaborative 
learning processes; 

 Play the role of somebody who orientates and 
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facilitates and give everybody the necessary tools to 
help the student find the information he needs on the 
Net and avoid his getting lost in the Web Hyperspace; 

 Promote socialization models on the Net between 
distance students and teachers communities [6]. 

4. New Learning Models 

In the open learning environments, the students can 
freely choose whether to pass from theoretical 
instruction to practical training, to surf on real time in 
large multimedia databases and implement 
bi-directional and interactive communication models, 
having them at the centre of the teaching and learning 
process. Open and flexible computer-based teaching 
environments allowed our model to integrate various 
languages, to implement a new communication line, to 
allow students to access the contents of dynamic and 
interactive knowledge and to make them actively 
participate in the learning process [7]. 

With regard to the development of learning, it is 
important to note that the study strategies set up during 
the use of the digitized video lessons allow setting up a 
learning process where it is the student who masters 
time. Actually, the student can watch and watch again 
parts of the videolessons as many time he wishes to 
according to his needs; he can pause to think and see if 
he needs to consult further sources, he can see again 
what he has already seen to enhance his long-term 
memory; he cans see other parts of the video that can 
have interesting connections with other material and 
other sources. 

These are not only technical functions linked to the 
modes of use of the videolessons, but also 
meta-cognitive strategies that can facilitate 
self-evaluation of one’s own comprehension activities. 
During a traditional lesson, it is not always easy to stop 
the professor to make him repeat what has explained, it 
is not practically possible to stop to reflect or consult 
other sources [8]. 

These new tools of knowledge memorization allow 
overcoming the limit of simultaneousness of the 

teaching-learning process that takes place in the 
traditional training process. This allows making the 
whole process more flexible and triggering new 
interactive learning processes. The student, besides 
having the possibility to customize all his study paths, 
can interact with different materials and realize a 
multimedia and hypertextual study strategy; he can 
organize the stored knowledge using different registers 
such as text, sound and pictures; he can interrupt 
viewing the videolessons to consult databases or texts 
available in the virtual library; he can try practical 
activities in the laboratory to see if he can transform his 
theoretical knowledge in practical abilities; he can 
navigate the Internet to enrich the subject with 
information that can come from different cultural and 
linguistic settings, or interact with other students and 
experts on the subject by means of forums and chats. 
More specifically, a complete hypertextual learning is 
realized [9].  

Many authors having a cognitive and connectivity 
approach agree on defining the hypertextual 
technologies as a tool capable of favoring a new kind of 
learning. Since there is a substantial analogy between 
the network of links typical of a hypertext and that of 
the working of the human mind, meant as a neural 
network [10].  

Hypertextual learning guides the student in his 
explorative dynamics by proposing to him a non-linear 
type of knowledge that is made up of plots and 
connections among nodes. 

In this way a learning strategy, whose main features 
are the following, develops: 

 An associative and non-linear form of 
organization of the information;  

 The presence of diversified and alternative paths 
that can be freely selected and viewed; 

 The presence of multimedia data: texts, pictures, 
audio, animations, videos, laboratory experience, 
discussions. 

In addition, hypertextual learning promotes autonomy 
and makes the student become also author since it give 
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him the possibility to realize navigation paths of his own 
among the nodes of knowledge proposed and to choose 
the level of detail and analysis he aims to reach.  

Actually, the student is given a learning environment 
that stimulates exploration and discovery, a tool to 
“learn how to learn”, to develop new learning strategies, 
to enhance cognitive processing.  

The customization of the learning paths gives also the 
possibility of incremental access by the student at 
different levels of knowledge. In this sense, hypertextual 
learning can be considered as a flexible process since it 
respects the different learning styles and allow for a 
targeted use in function of pre-requisites and of students’ 
past knowledge.  

Thinking is above all creating interconnection among 
the elements of knowledge: therefore, the Internet-based 
platform of the International Telematic University 
UNINETTUNO stimulates a learning of network of 
concepts rather than scattered pieces of information ore 
sequences. In addition, the feeling of be a protagonist 
enhances the student’s motivation and, consequently, 
reduces the cognitive effort.  

5. Conclusions 

The International Telematic University 
UNINETTUNO psycho-pedagogic model has rapidly 
become a global model, acknowledged at an 
international level thanks to several agreements 
concluded between UNINETTUNO and ministries, 
institutions and universities of other countries; thanks to 
this effort towards internationalization, today 
UNINETTUNO can count on students coming from 74 
different countries of the world.  

The international experience of the International 
Telematic University UNINETTUNO, and more 
specifically that made in the Mediterranean Area, proves 
that it is possible to share curricula and create, jointly 
with universities belonging to different political and 
cultural backgrounds, new educational models that take 
into account the changes brought about by globalization. 
A concrete example is the one that enabled the 

conclusion of an agreement aimed at a double title, 
jointly with Helwan University; after a first phase of 
analysis of the contents of the respective study programs 
for the degree course in computer engineering, at a 
general structuring level as well as at the level of the 
contents treated in the individual course, it appeared that, 
in spite of the different timing structure, the issues 
courses treated in the 3 years of UNINETTUNO degree 
course corresponded to the first four-year course 
delivered in Egypt. Based on the results gained from this 
preliminary analysis, we designed a common study 
program according to which the students get an Italian 
(and therefore European) study title that is further 
integrated by including the subjects that are envisaged 
by their fifth year of study—and that are not comprised 
in UNINETTUNO three-year study program—thus 
enabling them to get an Egyptian five-year study title. 
And this resulted into study program that is 
acknowledged in Egypt, in Italy and in Europe. Jointly, 
the interconnected intelligences of teachers and students 
of the Northern and Southern shores of the world, thanks 
to new models of interaction and new socialization and 
collaboration tools, typical of the Web 2.0, produce new 
educational contents and new knowledge; they develop 
a network of competences and expertise, not imposing 
cultural models to each others, but based on intercultural 
and inter-linguistic exchange and cooperation.  

The new communication technologies can bring 
knowledge and expertise into the homes of all the 
citizens of world; with no more limits of space and time, 
all can follow courses to become literate, to acquire new 
skills as well as to enhance a system of shared values. 
When building and spreading knowledge on the Internet 
frontiers are uncertain, borders are places for continuity, 
not for conflicts.  

Today the knowledge networks can bring about new 
wealth; they can offer anybody the teachings of the best 
scientists and scholars of the world in a free and 
democratic way. Distance universities can allow for 
interaction between professors and students of different 
universities and can really give a prompt appropriate 
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answer to the needs for internationalization of the 
educational and training systems to prepare the 
competences required by the new global labor markets.  

As consequence, today the distance university can 
meet the needs of the new market of knowledge: exhibit 
its quality label; grant the user; help transforming the 
university into an open system, capable of constantly 
updating itself and integrating all the knowledge available 
on the Web and implement the exchange of knowledge 
worldwide.  

Only if we implement powerful policies aimed at 
democratizing the access to knowledge, will we be able to 
lay the foundations on which to make skilled men and 
women act and jointly create the values of solidarity and 
respect of differences, thanks to which the world will 
more easily share those universal values that, in principle, 
are accepted by everybody, of justice and peace. 
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Abstract: Cyclic codes form an important class of codes. They have very interesting algebraic structure. Furthermore, they are 
equivalent to many important codes, such as binary Hamming codes, Golay codes and BCH codes. Minimal codewords in linear codes 
are widely used in constructing decoding algorithms and studying linear secret sharing scheme. In this paper, we show that in the binary 
cyclic code all of the codewords are minimal, except 0 and 1. Then, we obtain a result about the number of minimal codewords in the 
binary cyclic codes. 
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1. Introduction  

The subject of this correspondence is minimal 
codewords in the binary cyclic codes. Minimal 
codewords were studied in combinatorics [1]. In the 
coding theory, it used to construct secret sharing 
schemes. In principle, every linear code can be used to 
construct secret sharing schemes [2]. The minimal 
codewords in linear codes describe access structures in 
the secret sharing schemes [1]. 

A fundamental subclass of linear codes is given by 
cyclic codes. Binary cyclic codes were first studied by 
Prange in 1957 [3]. 

We begin with some basic definitions in coding 
theory. Then we summarize the cyclic codes and 
minimal codewords. In this paper, we investigate the 
minimal codewords in the binary cyclic codes. In this 
context, we prove a theorem associated with the 
minimal codewords in the binary cyclic codes. From 
this theorem, we obtain a result. We determine the 
number of minimal codewords in the binary cyclic 
codes by this result. 

Finally, we consider an example. In this paper, the 
finite field  will be denoted by the symbol . 
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2. Basic Definitions 

2.1 Definition of Linear Code 

A linear , , code  over  is a subspace 
of , where  is any positive integer,  is the 
dimension of  and  is the minimum distance of 
the code  [4]. 

2.2 Definition of Generator Matrix  

A  generator matrix  obtained by writing 
the base vectors of the code  as rows of  is called 
a generator matrix of the linear , code  [4]. 

3 Cyclic Codes 

Definition 1 
A code  is cyclic if  is a linear code, any cyclic 

shift of a codeword is also a codeword, i.e. whenever 
… , then also …  [4]. 

Example 1 
The binary code 000, 101, 011, 110  is 

cyclic [4]. 
Theorem 1  

A code  in / 1  is a cyclic code if 
and only if  satisfies the following two conditions: 

,  
 and 

/ 1  
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where we denote by / 1  the set of 
polynomials in  of degree less than deg -1) 
[4]. 

Theorem 2  
For any / 1 , the set  

is a cyclic code and it is called the code generated by 
 [4]. 

Theorem 3  
Let  be a nonzero cyclic code in / 1 . 

Then, there exists a unique monic polynomial  
of smallest degree in ;  ;  is a 
factor of 1 [4]. 

Definition 2 
Given by Theorem 3, in a nonzero cyclic code  

the monic polynomial of least degree is called the 
generator polynomial of  [4]. 

Example 2 
We will find all the binary cyclic codes of length 3. 

1 1 . 1 , 
where, 1  and 1  are irreducible 
over . So, by Theorem 3, Table 1 is a complete list 
of binary cyclic codes of length 3 [4]. 

Theorem 4  
Let  be the 

generator polynomial of a cyclic code. Then  is a 
nonzero [4]. 

4. Minimal Codewords 

Now, we will remember other definitions associated 
with subject. 

4.1 Definition of Support of a Vector 

The set 0 1| 0  is called 
support of a vector … . a 
codeword  covers a codeword  if the support of 

 contains that of  [7]. 

4.2 Definition of Minimal Codeword 

A minimal codeword  is a codeword which 
covers just only its scalar multiples [7].  

5. Binary Cyclic Codes and Minimal 
Codewords 

In this section, we investigate the minimal 
codewords in the binary cyclic codes. It is important 
that determining the minimal codewords for any linear 
code. For example, we know that every linear code can 
be used to construct secret sharing schemes [2]. 

It is known that the minimal codewords determining 
the access structure of the secret sharing scheme. So, it 
is important that determining the minimal codewords 
in the secret sharing schemes based on the binary 
cyclic codes. 

In the following theorem, we will give a result 
about minimality of the codewords in the binary 
cyclic codes. 

Theorem 5  
Let  be a cyclic , code over  with 

generator polynomial
 of degree . All of the codewords in 

the  binary cyclic ,  code  generated by 
 are minimal, except 0 and 1. 

We know that a , linear code  is called a 
cyclic code if every cyclic shift of a codeword in  is 
also a codeword in  [4]. So, the position of 1  in 
each of codeword in  is different. Thus, the 
supports of all of the codewords in  do not cover 
each other, except 0 and 1. Therefore, we can say that 
all of the codewords in the binary cyclic code  are 
minimal, except 0 and 1. 

From Theorem 5, we obtain the following result. 
Corollary: Let  be a , cyclic code over  

with generator polynomial 
 of degree . In the binary cyclic 

, code  generated by , there are 
altogether 2 2 minimal codewords. 

We know that | | 2  and by Theorem 5, all of 
the codewords in the binary cyclic ,  code  
generated by  are minimal, except 0 and 1.  

Therefore, we obtain that there are altogether 2 2 
minimal codewords in the binary cyclic code . 
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Table 1  A complete list of binary cyclic codes of length 3. 

Generator polynomial Code in /  Corresponding code in  
1 

1 
1 

1 0 

all of / 1  
0, 1 , , 1  
0, 1  
0  

all of  
000, 110, 011, 101  
000, 111  
000  

 

Table 2  The [5, 7] binary cyclic code  is generated by . 

Messages Codewords Code polynomials 
(0000) 0000000 0 0.  
(1000) 1101000 1 1.  
(0100) 0110100 .  
(1100) 1011100 1 1 .  
(0010) 0011010 .  
(1010) 1110010 1 1 .  
(0110) 0101110 .  
(1110) 1000110 1 1 .  
(0001) 0001101 .  
(1001) 1100101 1 1 .  
(0101) 0111001 .  
(1101) 1010001 1 1 .  
(0011) 0010111 .  
(1011) 1111111 1 1 .  
(0111) 0100011 .  
(1111) 1001011 1 1 .  
 

Example 3  
A binary cyclic 7, 4 code  is generated by 

1  given by Table 2.  
Now, we will find the supports of the codewords in 

Table 2, except 0 and 1: 
1, 2, 4 , 2, 3, 5 , 1, 3, 4, 5 , 3, 4, 6 , 1, 2, 3, 6 ,  

2, 4, 5, 6 , 1, 5, 6 , 4, 5, 7 , 1, 2, 5, 7 , 2, 3, 4, 7 ,  
1, 3, 7 , 3, 5, 6, 7 , 2, 6, 7 , 1, 4, 6, 7 . 

If we examine the set of supports, we can see that 
these sets do not cover each other, except 0 and 1, 
which is all of the codewords in Table 2 are minimal, 
except 0 and 1. 

So, the number of minimal codewords in the binary 
cyclic code  is 14: 

2 2 2 2 16 2 14. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, the author investigated the minimal 
codewords in the binary cyclic codes and obtained 
following results: 

Let  be a , cyclic code over  with 
generator polynomial. 

 of degree 
. All of the codewords in the ,  binary 

cyclic code  generated by  are minimal, 
except 0 and 1. 

Let  be an , cyclic code over  with 
generator polynomial 

 of degree .  In the , binary 
cyclic code  generated by , there are altogether 
2 2 minimal codewords. 

In conclusion, this results can use for the secret 
sharing schemes based on the binary cyclic codes. 
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Abstract: CM (content management) is a strategic discipline that should support the information assets of a company. Although 
there are some technological instruments structuring this work, the methods that have been used must have improvement to a better 
use. In this sense, IA (information architecture), as a process that helps users to manage and find information, can collaborate with 
the organization of this assets allowing the best identification and categorization of information, as well as providing improvements 
in the website navigation in Intranets and Internet. This article introduces part of a research that deals with the use of IA for 
developing and structuring the project of Dataprev about the content management for Brazilian social security system. 
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1. Introduction  

The challenge in information and data management is 
increasing, as the speed in which constantly grows and 
varies is extremely high. The scenery we have today is 
one of information and document boom—the Age of 
Knowledge Explosion [1] and it is impossible to go 
through this issue without approaching the elements 
which sustain the processes of work in the organizations 
[2]. 

The information explosion has brought up extremely 
intense implications on the processes of management of 
the information assets of an organization [3]. The use of 
CM is an approach whose aim is to reduce these 
implications and which has been used in organizations [4]. 
Casting an interdisciplinary look at the CM issue, it is 
possible to find one of today’s deeply explored grounds in 
computing: the use of technological instruments to 
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administer information and documents by means of CMS 
(content management systems) and Web Portal [5]. 

The Brazilian social security system generates a great 
volume of data, with a variety of types originated from 
many different sources. In the present day, there is a 
monthly payment of approximately 24 million of benefits, 
with distinct benefit categories, each with distinct 
characteristics, demanding a differentiated treatment. 
This information is stored in very large databases and 
must be available to Brazilian citizens. In the universe of 
non-structured documents and information, studies point 
to a process volume of around 32,000 document 
movements per day, including administration processes, 
benefit processes and other tasks [5]. This article 
introduces part of a research that deals with the use of IA 
for development and structuring the project of Dataprev 
about CM for Brazilian social security system. 

Finally, the acknowledgement of competence and 
value existing in enterprises and institutions depends 
directly on the efficiency of their IM (information 
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management). The building of a framework for the 
structuring of the information inside an organization is 
vital to obtain success in its management. 

In this paper, we introduce part of research that deals 
with the use of IA for developing and structuring the 
project of Dataprev about the CM for Brazilian social 
security system. The paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 discusses the use of IA to structure content 
assets with content, context and users; Section 3 
introduces the actions it have guided the project 
execution; Section 4 presents final considerations. 

2. The Use of IA to Structure Content Assets 

Content assets are fundamental to the production of 
knowledge for today’s society. The activities of 
meeting, selection, encoding, reduction, classifying 
and storing lead to stock organization and control for 
immediate or future use, always with the intention to 
help in the process of knowledge production. 
Information stocks are eminent parts in the 
composition of the value of content assets. On the other 
hand, Information stocks are static; they themselves do 
not produce any knowledge. This only happens when 
the process of communication between senders and 
receivers—going through the information stocks starts. 
Information needs to be transmitted and accepted as it 
is [6]. 

With a growing use of solutions that make use of 
Intranets and Extranets for sharing and dissemination 
of information, it is observed that there is still a lot of 
effort in managing web environments of organizations. 
In this way, the use of CMS tools and Web Portals has 
emerged as technological solution to solving problems 
originating in IM. 

Some relevant questions need to be answered in 
order to view the building of a process of CM in an 
adequate way, structure its discussion and lead its 
development, as it is necessary to know, among other 
things: 

 How is information flow? 
 What information and classification 

process—taxonomy—is used by the users community? 
 The whole information produced, institutional or 

not, allows easily that user stores and recover itself? 
 How has been using structured information? 
 How has been using non structured information? 
 How has been using digital assets (films, videos, 

sounds, etc.)?  
At the beginning of the 90s, Benjamin and Blunt [7] 

made a re-reading of the main predictions that they had 
made for the previous decade, and also new predictions 
for the next one. For a foreseeable future they pointed 
tendencies to: technologies, architecture and patterns, 
services, investments and economic aspects, besides 
processes for appliance development and change 
management. Among several of the appointed 
challenges, the most important one would be the 
description and integration of business processes and 
technological matters, which would be represented by 
an IA. This architecture, besides justifying investments 
in IT, would be a bridge connecting strategic guidance 
to the new technologies. 

In this sense it is necessary to use a 
trans-multi-disciplinary approach [8], thus the 
structuring of this important theme embraces several 
disciplines and gather different approaches, so much 
social as technological, that will be able to be 
materialized in an IA, among them [5]. 

2.1 Content and Context 

 Business process management systems, business 
processes re-engineering and workflow; 

 The systems, chaos theory and complexity, the 
organizational behavior , change and learning; 

 The knowledge management, artificial 
intelligence and knowledge-based systems; 

 Information and computer science, software 
engineering, librarianship; 

 Information retrieval and domain analysis. 

2.2 Users 

 Communication and cognition, linguistics, 
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psychology, sociology and anthropology; 
 Visual and graphic design, besides 

human-computer interface design. 
One of the first steps towards establishing an 

adequate treatment of interfaces and content 
management is the assumption that those information 
objects deal with entrepreneurial assets. In other words, 
going from information to knowledge in the productive 
chain, these are the necessary materials to transform 
structures and to produce knowledge for humankind. In 
this direction, the IA assists all employees and 
institutions, so it should be observed like a help tool. 
As a matter of fact, the architecture design should be 
responsibility of all, once it is applicable for every type 
of information. 

In the Web environment, it is possible to realize that 
the discipline is an extremely fertile and emerging 
ground supported by practice communities, with focus 
in developing the principles for the project and to 
organize digital information assets. This structuring 
can be obtained with definition of key identifiers and 
navigation outlines to help the design of information 
and systems services. Besides that, IA needs to treat the 
structural information systems design, to facilitate its 
tasks execution and the intuitive access. Finally, it is 
possible to synthesize its definition like: the art and 
science of classifying sites web and intranets to aid 
people to find and manage information [9]. 

3. Actions Developed 

To develop the project, the next guidelines are being 
followed: 

 Involve stakeholders and understand the 
environment, enterprise business process, goals and 
political context of the company, as well as to observe 
previous experiences; 

 Integrate teams making the definitions 
homogeneous and consequently also homogenously  
IA construction itself;  

 If there are opinion differences deals with 
information reconciliation; 

 Develop the work breaking the subject complexity, 
dividing wide subjects into smaller sections; 

 Identify the information assets (data, documents, 
images, audio, video, applications, emails, etc); 

 Shape assets defining how it is used, its value and 
purpose; 

 Build a Metadata Management policy, identify 
metadata and retrieval forms; 

 Develop templates and standards to improve the 
data use; 

 Establish a asset classification standard for each 
asset that has been identified; 

 Improve the project team introducing new 
professional skills to treat the information assets; 

 Explore the possibility to develop a taxonomy to 
work these concepts and the existing synonyms, 
besides controlled vocabulary, field domain, hierarchy; 

 Create a conceptual map to exhibit graphically 
these categories, as well as the existing relationship 
among the categories;  

 Identify roles and responsibilities and evaluate 
web sites constantly; 

 Announce constantly the work that is being 
elaborated; 

 Do constant technological revaluation of the tools 
used; make benchmarking and observe market 
evolution and trends. 

4. Final Considerations 

As presented at this report introduction, the rising of 
the Web environment has contributed to increase the 
amount of problems of IM, which caused a shift of 
focus from the resolution of the problem to the use of 
technological approaches. Mostly on large information 
volume environment, the retrieval solutions began to 
be structured from magical search mechanisms that 
proposed to bring all the relevant information. As from 
the implementation of this project and with the support 
of the theoretical contribution presented here, we hope 
to reduce the uncertainties of the IM, contributing to 
the process of content management in the Web 
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environment, especially to the set of information of the 
Brazilian social security system. 
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Abstract: As technology becomes increasingly integrated into the teaching and learning processes at the university level, it is 
imperative that research be conducted in relation to the impact of technology acquisition on minority learning populations. Research 
suggests that we need to improve the ways technology is applied, adopted and introduced and that higher levels of support should be 
provided to minority and nontraditional learning populations as they immerse themselves into higher education environments. Avenues 
for discussion of cost-effective technology integration and transition are explored; data identifies a need for more effective selection 
and alignment of learning needs with learning tools earlier on in the process of technology implementation across campuses. Research 
suggests this supports student presence, persistence, retention and success. Without it, however, we fail to support the very learners we 
seek to provide higher levels of access and opportunity. This failure will impact learners and institutions alike by placing disadvantage 
populations in precarious positions and universities having to choose between cultural, economic and human capital. The paper is 
organized as follows: Section 1: Introduction; Section 2: Need for Understanding Minority Enrollment Patterns; Section 3: Analysis of 
Report Data; Section 4: Strategy; Section 5: Conclusions. 
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1. Introduction  

Nontraditional learners in American higher 
education have historically represented the antithesis of 
the status quo. This learning population has been 
forced to navigate an institutionalized dogma that is 
both suffocating, difficult and it is one that has 
persisted over time. In the interest of the discussion, a 
more concrete definition of nontraditional groups must 
be provided. The term “nontraditional” can often be 
misleading, as discussed by Ogren [1]. It implies that 
these atypical students are new to higher education, and 
colleges and universities traditionally have not served 
people like them. Research indicates that generations 
of nontraditional students have attended virtually every 
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type of higher education institution [2-3], so for the 
essay, we should not confuse the term with the 
historical presence of this learning population. In fact, 
documentation shows that the change in America from 
elite to a mass higher education system in the late 20th 
century resulted in a significant increase in the number 
of students historically considered nontraditional, 
making them a majority in higher education today [4]. 

Characteristics of nontraditional learners in higher 
education are described to commonly encompass race, 
socio-economic status, gender, ethnicity, age, 
attendance frequency and physical residence in relation 
to campus [5-8]; first generation students are also 
commonly included in this discussion [9]. This type of 
learning often takes place within myriad contexts, 
which are commonly traditional in scope. These 
contexts include distance, independent, 
correspondence, self-directed or open learning. In 
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comparison, the traditional learner is often straight out 
of secondary educational institutions, aged 18 to 20, 
and living within proximity of campus locations they 
attend, retain a full-time student status, are typically 
from socially dominant groups, are able to access 
adequate financial aid and are generally understood 
within a campus community [10]. This paper will 
define the nontraditional student as an atypical learner 
characterized by a single or several differentiating 
aspects from that of a traditional learner such as race, 
socio-economic status, gender, ethnicity, age, 
attendance frequency, first generation attendance or 
physical residence in relation to campus. 

Diversity, minority, and nontraditional student 
enrollment and eLearning are increasingly becoming 
synonymous with future growth and projected outlook 
in higher education. Between 2009 and 2020, in the 
NCES (national center for education statistics) projects, 
there will be a 21% increase in students aged 25 to 34 
and a 16% increase in students aged 35 and above [11]. 
Research also suggests minority populations will most 
likely account for a majority of the American populace 
within the next twenty years [12]. As institutions of 
higher education in the U.S. continue to push for higher 
enrollments, the importance of diversity, minorities, 
and eLearning on campuses has become a focal point 
for institutional growth models. 

Research generally suggests that campus 
environments and policies that foster interaction 
among diverse students create situations that are not 
only enlightening, but effective for most student 
populations. White and minority students alike, 
typically enter college without experience with diverse 
peer groups. Colleges that diversify their student 
bodies and institute policies that foster genuine 
interaction across race and ethnicity provide the first 
opportunity for many students to learn from peers with 
different cultures, values and experiences [13]. 
Diversity is found to be “especially influential in 
accounting for higher levels of intellectual engagement 
and self-assessed academic skills for groups of 

students” [13]. 
Distance education has embraced diversity and used 

it as a catalyst for increasing access and enrollment 
within higher education over the past decade. In 
2007-2008, about 4.3 million undergraduate students, 
or 20% of all undergraduates, took at least one distance 
education course. About 0.8 million, or 4% of all 
undergraduates, took their entire program through 
distance education. The percentage of undergraduates 
who took any distance education courses rose from 
16% in 2003-2004 to 20% in 2007-2008. The 
percentage of post baccalaureate students who took 
their entire program through distance education (9%) 
was higher than the percentage at the undergraduate 
level [14]. 

Minority populations have been as much of a change 
agent on campuses as any other variable. Patterns 
suggest, however, that when discussing the use of 
technology in educational contexts that these 
populations can struggle to adjust and the percentage of 
persistence begins to decrease. Rovai points out that 
persistence is often viewed as a measure of how well 
students integrate into a particular school [15] or 
learning environment. Tinto’s model on student 
integration identifies correlations between student 
integration and the academic and social experiences 
they have [16]. Success of this model was measured by 
GPA (grade point averages) and the level of interaction 
and involvement students had with peers, instructors 
and extracurricular activity. An evaluation of the model 
further suggests that higher levels of student 
commitment mostly resulted in higher levels of 
persistence. 

When discussing the technology use of students and 
levels of persistence, research on student populations 
suggests that a proportion of students who are not 
skilled users of technology feel disadvantaged in the 
learning process [17]. There also remains a digital 
divide based on race/Hispanic origin, income, location 
(central city and rural areas), and other demographic 
characteristics. The “lower socioeconomic and 
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minority groups continue to fall further behind the 
more affluent population” [18]. This not only 
encompasses access to technology, but also any issue 
related to how technology is then used as part of 
someone’s learning processes. Studies also suggest that 
students are more likely to show similarities in Internet 
use in line with their economic rather than with their 
cultural background, and have identified patterns 
evidencing that students from richer areas are much 
more likely to use the Internet for academic purposes 
than those teenagers in poorer regions. Implications are 
strongly tied to the design and integration of 
technology for the learning process. In designing 
courses using a blended pedagogical approach, we 
really need to take into account that some students will 
be far less used the Internet for finding information and 
for problem solving [19]. Rovai posits that virtual 
learning environments and tools differ from those 
typically seen and used in traditional on-campus 
settings [15]. Additionally, several authors also stress 
the importance of understanding the needs and skills of 
both online and distance education students [20-22], 
most of whom are considered nontraditional learners. 

Research indicates that institutions should consider 
assessing the technical literacy of their students upon 
entry and offer opportunities for technical training or 
on-demand skills building. These assessments can be 
directly tied to the increased use of technology in the 
learning process, but little research has been conducted 
to further understand the potential students have for 
learning with it [17]. In addition to Tinto’s model of 
students, persistence training is shown to be more 
important to students than more or “better” technology 
and is essential for their success in a world where these 
skills are expected [16]. Most students agree that basic 
technologies have the greatest impact on success. At 
least 1/3 of all students are inadequately prepared to 
use technology needed in their courses [23]. 

Longitudinal research suggests that technology in 
higher education should be less about innovation and 
more about better use of existing technologies [23]. 

Academic success is still underpinned by face-to-face 
interactions [23], because the relative recentness of 
e-Learning technology as a tool in higher education 
instruction using technology often fails to be 
responsive to the diverse backgrounds of students [24]. 

Impacts of e-Learning technology integration on 
college completion rates impacted minority 
populations differently than their white counterparts. 
Completion rates for first-time, full-time students who 
sought a bachelor’s degree vary by race and ethnicity. 
Asian/Pacific Islander students had the highest 
graduation and completion rate (69%), followed by 
white students (62%), Hispanic students (50%) and 
black and American Indian/Alaska native students 
(39% each) [25]. The implications of this level of 
research are quite important when discussing a 
universities bottom line, and how addressing this might 
conversely impact the percentage of students who 
chose to drop out of their schooling for reasons 
connected to technology and the digital divide. In 
addition, research needs to explore avenues related to 
persistence in distance education programs and those 
traditional programs that use a high percentage of 
eLearning technology. Carr noted that persistence in 
distance education programs is often 10%-20% points 
lower than in traditional programs. She also reported 
significant variation among institutions; with some 
postsecondary schools reporting course-completion 
rates of more than 80% and others finding that fewer 
than 50% of distance education students finish their 
courses [26]. Moreover, Rovai finds that “persistence 
is an issue of increasing importance for both traditional 
and distance education programs in view of the 
increasing enrollments of nontraditional students in 
both programs” [15]. 

2. Need for Understanding Enrollment 
Patterns in Minority Populations 

The percentage of American college students who 
are Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and Black has 
been increasing. From 1976 to 2010, the percentage of 
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Hispanic students rose from 3% to 13%, the percentage 
of Asian/Pacific Islander students rose from 2% to 6%, 
and the percentage of Black students rose from 9% to 
14% [25]. During the same period, the percentage of 
White students fell from 83% to 61%. Race/ethnicity is 
not reported for nonresident aliens, who made up 2% 
and 3% of total enrollment in 1976 and 2010, 
respectively [27]. Reviewing these statistics, it is clear 
that the growth model for higher education is becoming 
more heavily reliant on the enrollment of minority 
populations, and that successful graduation rates are 
imperative to the stability of the model. This notion is 
also supported by the current retention initiatives being 
pushed forward by the US Department of Education. 

Nontraditional learning populations in American 
higher education have increasingly become a greater 
and more influential part of the greater framework of 
education. Historically, however, the American system 
has failed to be influenced by some of the great minds 
of our countries minority populations. History, as 
Sumner outlines, has been largely in favor of serving 
the system; only strengthening the power it holds over 
those hoping to enroll or gain access to institutions of 
higher education and in more recent history; this might 
include access from a distance [28]. The highest 
achieving students from high income families are 
nearly four-times as likely as low-income students with 
the same academic accomplishments to end up in a 
highly selective university. In contemporary society, 
there is a disregard of higher education’s contribution 
to economic inequality in the U.S., and despite higher 
levels of diversity on campuses, the growth of a 
historically outdated institutional state of mind that is 
resistant to change and diversity has not diminished 
over time but only become more influential. Schuetze 
and Slowey exhibit this in an article related to 
participation and exclusion [4]: 

“The dramatic growth in student numbers associated 
with the shift from elite to mass systems across 
virtually all developed countries is central to current 
transformations in terms of structure, purpose, social 

and economic role of higher education. As a part of this 
process of expansion and heterogenization, new groups 
of students who, for a complex range of social, 
economic and cultural reasons were traditionally 
excluded from or under-represented in higher 
education, might be expected to participate in 
increasing numbers”. 

To suggest that over time American higher 
education has become increasingly diverse is not by 
any means misleading. In reality, this masks the burden 
that a large portion of learners feels to make an impact 
as they continue to be measured by the growth in 
numbers and not the impact they have intellectually in 
society; looking specifically at employment rates of 
minority populations post-degree shows that 
discrimination in hiring practice still exists and thus 
this undermines the advantage individuals whom 
obtain degrees might be afforded. Beyond that, the 
interest in the economics of education has continued to 
grow in the last few decades, placing further emphasis 
on continual growth to support an institution’s bottom 
line and also to focus on the value of degrees. In 
1999-2000, 73% of all undergraduates had one or more 
nontraditional characteristics [29]. The nontraditional 
population is also expected to increase in the coming 
years. Between 2009 and 2020, in NCES projects, 
there will be a 21% increase in students aged 25 to 34 
and a 16% increase in students aged 35 and above [11]. 
Research also suggests minority populations will most 
likely account for a majority of the American populace 
within the next twenty years [12]. 

There is pressure building for minority populations 
to make a greater impact on the American landscape; 
equal education does not mean equal chance. 
“Americans endorse equality of opportunity, yet we 
also embrace living in a competitive meritocracy where 
the most gifted and hard working in particular areas get 
richly rewarded” [30]. When reflecting on the 
historical tendency of higher education to be 
self-serving, there is a clear connection then between 
higher levels of access we see now and the need for 
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those who have been traditionally left out to make a 
meaningful impact through these newly opened 
avenues. Impact in this case must go beyond that of 
emotional connections of minorities toward the general 
inclusive nature of society, but move more aptly 
towards a vision that includes themselves in the 
advancement efforts of society itself. Underrepresented 
groups need to strive for impacts beyond just investing 
in and graduating from higher education. Focus should 
navigate towards concepts tied to social welfare, a just 
society, economic and social equality, as well as 
identifying more pathways to success. Historically, 
American higher education systems have done little to 
support what has always been a rapidly changing 
landscape. As a consequence, the evolution of elitism 
has occurred; the ability of institutions dissolves 
engaging the multicultural society in discussion 
surrounding the values and mission that hold up the 
system [12]. 

Through the liberal lens, one can deduce that 
nontraditional learning populations have often been 
pushed towards career or vocational oriented 
opportunities over time. Evidence suggests that this has 
more to do with factors tied to the inability to navigate 
systems of higher education, political pressure to 
obtain at least one year of higher education, lack of 
knowledge related to national service programs and 
nonprofits that support continued education, and a 
complete lack of equity [30]; the aforementioned 
factors have undermined the potential these 
populations ultimately have, at times breaking 
confidence in the potential that programs suggest they 
offer. The development of more practical and 
utilitarian programs has been a direct contrast to what 
liberal theory suggests. The ability to associate the 
value of education to life experiences has been taken 
from many nontraditional learners by simply 
suggesting they should not be part of continuing 
education and lifelong learning. The historical 
relationship between adult education, power and social 
control has limited the ability of nontraditional learning 

populations to use freedom as a tool for success by 
continuing to serve the system, which in turn has 
limited access to such aspects of society. As education 
continues to become more of a commodity that is used 
to access the different levels of society you can see how 
the fabric of liberal education is tainted and the powers 
that be continue to remain in control. 

Mezirow describes other major implications for 
learning trends related to the commoditization of 
learning and the impact on the learner themselves [31]. 
Specifically, Mezirow suggests the impact is forcing 
learners to become more apathetic and “impervious to 
the efforts of their professors to expose them to new 
ideas and new information” [31]. This has profound 
impacts when it comes to nontraditional learners and 
their quest for acceptance into higher education, to 
grow knowledge and to access and acquire skills. In the 
American society, education has historically been 
established by the social elite as a gateway to economic 
prosperity, but progress for nontraditional learners is 
often thwarted as they strive to make progress similar 
to their peers of higher socio-economic status [32-33]. 
The need for the American populous to access higher 
learning is further pressed by economic and social 
pressures being submitted by government, and the 
general population in relation to employability [33]. 
Yorke and Knight explain that a key to societal 
acceptability of the institution of higher education and 
of those who enter into it has been the alignment of 
employability with higher learning [34]. The more that 
education becomes a commodity, the more society will 
need to access it to be considered successful. With the 
continued alignment of employability with educational 
attainment, it becomes even more necessary for 
nontraditional learning populations to gain acceptance 
or risk being further removed from the shrinking list of 
opportunities within our own society and the class 
structures that currently exist. Contemporary society 
requires that individuals possess basic knowledge of 
the world around them, and it suggests the more 
education we obtain the higher human capital we then 
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acquire. This drives the contemporary education system 
to rank “private above public, research universities 
above teaching college, bachelor’s above associate’s 
degree, and liberal arts above vocational and technical 
education” [30]. Without access and acceptance to 
higher education communities and networks, there is a 
potential for fewer opportunities for the nontraditional 
student to acquire knowledge and leverage it for the 
betterment of society. 

3. Analysis of Report Data 

As part of the analysis, institutional reporting data 
were reviewed specifically identifying technology 
acquisitions and implementations at universities for 
learning purposes. Then the data were compared to the 
retention and graduation rates of minority student 
populations over that same time period. Students were 
broken into two categories: first year college students 
and those enrolled in college more than two years. The 
preliminary analyses show correlations between 
technology acquisition and rates of retention. For 
example, amongst the Black and Latino populations the 
retention of first year students seemingly decreases as 
the acquisition and implementation of technology 
increases, whereas within the same populations the 
longer the students are enrolled the more retention rates 
begin to level out. Geroski supports this notion by 
explaining that the usage of new technologies over time 
typically follows an S-curve, which builds on the 
premise that what limits the speed of usage is the lack 
of information available about the new technology, 
how to use it and what it does [35]. Other initial 
analysis of the data suggests that the higher frequency 
of technology acquisition the more likely it is for 
campuses to struggle with keeping minority student 
populations growing. The analysis is still in the 
preliminary states, but it seemingly can help explain 
the potential effects of continual adaptation of new 
eLearning technology on minority student populations, 
and can hopefully lead to further assessment of whether 
there are direct connections between institutional 

investment in eLearning technology and minority 
student retention and graduation rates over time. 

4. Strategy 

By nature, adult learners rely on their own 
experiences to guide them through learning processes. 
Merriam and Caffarella [36] support this, exemplifying 
how “numerous adult educators have underscored the 
fundamental role that experience plays in learning in 
adulthood” [31, 37-41]. Lindeman points out that adult 
experiences lead to their “living textbook”, or catalog 
of experience, that is simply waiting to be employed 
once they identify it as important [40]. Mezirow 
further explores this through Habermas’s ideas relating 
to the domains of adult learning [31]. He suggests that 
adults are likely to transform through reification and 
reflectivity of past experience. There are some scholars 
[42] believe that experiences are what create the most 
“genuine education” as it requires one to “connect what 
they have learned from current experiences to those in 
the past as well as see possible future implications” 
[36]. As one begins to consider the place of humans in 
the overall picture or landscape of history, it is not hard 
to see how learning from experience has allowed the 
development and evolution of thought and the growth 
of mankind to persist for a long period of time both 
physically and intellectually. 

In order for this to occur, there must also have to be 
some level of freedom for people to think, 
undetermined by the world and society around them. 
Usher, Bryant and Johnston support this notion by 
describing experiences as being most similar to a 
textbook that can be “interpreted, possibly with great 
effort, and certainly with no final, definitive meaning” 
[41]. They suggest that learning and experience are 
closely connected and at any given time and place 
where each one has the ability to influence the learning 
process equally. One could argue that the world and 
context in which an individual exists is the determinant 
in decision-making practice within adults, but from the 
standpoint of the humanistic philosophy, this is simply 
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not the case and the environment is instead viewed as a 
tool in the decision-making process. The meaning of 
adult education, as described by Lindeman, is to put 
meaning into the whole of life [40]. Jarvis posits that 
“social structures do not exist” and that people ritualize 
behavior, create patterns and as a result often take for 
granted or overlook the ritual that is involved [43]. He 
adds that “people know that they are free to act…but 
feel constrained to conform, often by relationships that 
are of their own making” [43], a conception of the 
over-socialized individual. He also suggests that 
freedom of learning can exist, and that “different forms 
of learning are possible in different situations…can 
occur wherever free will is exercised” and that “free 
will is valid” in learning and decision-making 
processes. 

This is not to expressly say, however, that we as 
individual people are not at all influenced by the 
society or constructs that surround us. Studies show 
that decisions to be involved in the learning process are 
at times dictated by internal motivations that are 
influenced by the societal context [43-46]. Zeleny 
suggests that decision making is a three stages process 
that involves “a dynamic and interrelated unity of 
pre-decision, decision and post-decision stages” [46]. 
Beer supports this claim by explaining the process of 
making a decision in the following way [44]. 

The real decision under process involves a lot of 
people, and the whole structure is redolent with 
feedback. At every decisive moment, of which there 
will be great many within the total decision, we range 
ahead and back and sideways. We gauge effect of this 
sub-decision on everything we have tentatively decided 
already, and on the sub-decision left to take. 

When you view the decision-making process in the 
way it is described above, you see that we as learners 
have the cognitive ability to break down cause and 
effect of decisions as they are being made in real-time 
environments and situations. Again, this is not to say 
that the decisions are not informed by the context in 
which we operate but that we are freely making 

decisions based on the understandings we have gained 
through experiences we have as learners. This can only 
occur if we have the freedom and the motivation to be 
involved in making decisions, which in fact we do. 

The premise of humanist philosophy is to fully 
develop persons “who are open to change and 
continued learning…who strive for self-actualization 
and persons who can live together as fully functioning 
individuals” [47]. When considering the purpose of 
adult education, it is important to remember that adults 
involved with the learning process are driven to learn, 
and are actively engaged in using their learning to 
influence the growth and development of society. 
Adults are “unique individuals” with “emotions, 
attitudes, physical aspects” and personalities that are all 
important dimensions of their own humanness and 
intellectual development [47]. History has shown that 
both “institutions and individuals used education to 
further reformative and evolutionary change, and in 
other situations, they used education to maintain 
existing social, economic, and racial relationships” 
[48]. These traits and historical developments are what 
define the purpose of adult education in our society 
today. 

Several scholars view the purpose of education as “a 
means for fostering self-actualization and 
fully-functioning individuals” [47], where situations 
allow “individual freedom, responsibility and natural 
goodness” to inform a student’s ability to accurately 
identify their own needs as learners. In these situations 
the learner is often the driver or the center of learning 
processes with the teacher serving as more the 
facilitator, and experiences of the learner are used to 
garner further understanding and bring greater meaning 
to individuals. The learner-centered approach is a very 
important aspect to both the humanistic philosophy and 
that of the adult learner. In contemporary society, the 
evolution of thought and practice has been expedited 
and often “the urgency of dealing with social realities 
lies with adults” [36]. 

Initial analyses are suggesting that technology 
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acquisition can create challenging and less manageable 
situations for minority learners. Efforts to explore how 
people learn with technology and the effect that 
personal and social factors have on the learning process 
have led to a few meaningful models that can be used to 
support this issue as it unfolds. Rovai identifies three 
variables that should be considered in developing 
strategies to address impacts of technology on retention 
rates of minorities: (1) student characteristics; (2) 
student skills prior to admission, during schooling, and 
in learning situations where new technology is applied; 
(3) understanding internal and external factors 
effecting students’ learning [15]. These three items will 
help point support services more directly to challenges, 
more effectively identify students at risk, make 
effective recommendations for technology acquisition 
policy and procedures, further the understanding of 
minority populations and the learning preferences 
amongst individuals, and they can help support a 
higher level of presence and persistence in student 
populations that face adversity and struggles related to 
proper identification of self-discipline coping skills of 
minority learners. As time moves forward the makeup 
of higher education continues to become more diverse 
and less traditional, creating pressure on the institution 
to support myriad learning needs and expectations. In 
response, institutions are going to need to freely and 
smartly adopt new learning technology, while also 
developing broader applications of those technologies 
as a means to support the teaching and learning 
processes of a more diverse learner population. This 
strategy is currently used to attract more students to 
campuses in support of the fiscal pressures for 
continual growth, but it in turn has created more 
challenges for minority populations. Historically, 
studies have uncovered that technology adoption 
models have been aimed to engage and support faculty 
as they adopt tools into their own teaching practice, 
which has not been supportive of the needs displayed 
by most learning populations. Minority populations 
factor as an ever increasingly important piece of higher 

educations’ growth model, but they are now facing 
challenges and have to overcome more obstacles than 
their counterparts when being asked to continually 
adopt new learning technology. Generally, this 
situation starts to dissolve the underpinnings of growth 
and learning models for institutions of higher education 
as minority students struggle to stay enrolled and 
graduate. This study presents learning opportunities 
and has applicability for institutions across the private 
for-profit, public, and private non-profit sectors. 

5. Conclusions 

As technology becomes increasingly integrated into 
the teaching and learning processes at the university 
level, it is imperative that research be conducted in 
relation to the impact of technology acquisition on 
minority learning populations. This study aimed at 
opening new avenues for discourse related to ways in 
which educators and administrators can design learning 
to incorporate technology in a more meaningful way, 
and to create environments that are more supportive of 
a diverse group of learners. Research suggests that we 
need to improve the ways technology is applied, 
adopted and introduced and that higher levels of 
support should be provided to minority and 
nontraditional learning populations as they immerse 
themselves into higher education environments. There 
are also potential avenues for discussion of 
cost-effective technology integration and transition to 
be explored. These data could help support more 
effective selection practices and align the learning 
needs with the learning tools earlier on in the process of 
technology implementation across campuses. 
Generally, the impact of such practice should be 
directly portrayed with increases in enrollments, higher 
retention of students, higher graduation rates, 
cost-effective administrations, and a more technology 
literate student body. As described, adult learning does 
not occur in a vacuum and there is evidence clearly 
showing that the learning process is informed by the 
amount of change and movement that occurs within 
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society. Contemporary society relies on individuals to 
have a thorough understanding of things such as 
economics, diversity, and self-concept. When you view 
the demands of society and compare that to what is 
emphasized in adult education parallels clearly exist. 
The relationship between historical societal change 
over time and the mirroring of that change in the way 
adults are educated is easily depicted as something that 
cannot be debated. As stated earlier, “the urgency of 
dealing with social realities lies with adults”. Social 
reality is not static. It constantly ebbs and flows to an 
inconsistent beat; one that is ever increasingly defined 
by a global context and an influx of variables such as 
technology. 

Considering the current that society subscribes to is 
the one that moves rapidly, it can be inferred that “what 
one needs or wants to learn, what opportunities are 
available, the manner in which one learns—all are to a 
large extent determined by the society in which one 
lives” [36]. This society values aspects, in particular, 
those related to economics and technology. Often, 
these are closely tied together and work to shape the 
landscape in which we operate and compete in. 
Drucker provides a clear example in which technology, 
science and the growth of society are closely tied in the 
modern world [49]. He argues that the convergence of 
values on these variables has had a dramatic influence 
on the political and economic structure of our society 
and that the “explosive change” that has occurred in 
society over the last two hundred years can be directly 
related to the “immediate impact” technology has had 
on science; changing science from “being natural 
philosophy” into more of a “social institution” [49]. 
Economics and technology are just a few of the items 
that are strongly embedded in our societal value 
systems. The role adult education serves, as the 
construct being used to address and make meaning of 
societal change, is increasingly one that is more 
responsible for challenging adults to actively reflect 
and respond to the context that surrounds them 
through the employment of informed decisions. 

When discussing content currently being 
addressed in adult education programs, the variables 
above need to be taken into consideration in order to 
ensure the curriculum in place is addressing the 
contemporary needs of the society in which we operate. 
It is highly important then to build a curriculum and 
programs that reflect the prior knowledge and 
experiences of learners, and that also place high 
emphasis on “recognizing the many places and ways 
they have gone about learning in adulthood” [36]. This 
not only provides a foundation for individuals to more 
effectively understand how they learn, but to empower 
them to integrate their experiences into the learning and 
decision-making processes they will go through as an 
adult learner both inside of and outside of the 
institution of higher education. The process is 
otherwise understood as a self-directed learning 
process, and this is an element that is supported within 
the humanist framework. 

The self-directed learner is one that takes “the 
primary initiative for planning, carrying out, and 
evaluating their own learning experiences” [36]. 
Several authors have made clear connections between 
the humanist model and that of the self-directed learner 
[50-54]. Specifically, Brockett and Hiemstra used in 
concepts of personal responsibility in defining the 
differences between self-directed learning and the 
self-directed learner [50]. Here they describe that the 
difference between the two is that “instructional 
method processes” are part of the learning process, 
whereas “personality characteristics of the learner” 
define the self-direction of the individual learner. This 
relationship is what leads to the interactivity of the 
learning process within the adult learner; as they 
constantly absorb instruction to inform 
decision-decision making practices and inflect their 
own characteristics into the choices and decisions they 
make. To Brockett and Hiemstra, this process is what 
allows individuals to “assume ownership for their own 
thoughts and actions” as they work through 
decision-making processes and it is an element that 
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adult education programs should integrate to ensure 
they allow learner to reflect on their prior knowledge 
and experiences thoroughly [50]. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to establish factors that lead to poor integration of Information and communication 
technology (ICT) for teaching and learning in schools in Kenya, despite comprehensive policy, institutional, infrastructural 
frameworks and capacity building by the Ministry of Education. The subject of this study was administered by use of questionnaires 
in three categories of public schools: national school, provincial schools and district schools. The respondents were students from 
each level that is from one, two, three and four and teachers based on the most offered subjects in the secondary schools. The 
computer assisted learning facilities were classified into computers, internet and content in optical media. In national school Internet 
based research, optical media content provided by Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development and Cyber School program for 
science subjects was used in learning. In provincial school, it lacks adequate computers, reliable Internet and content in optical media. 
In district school, it lacks adequate computer, no internet connection and content in optical media. A learner management system 
which can be accessed by all learners by use of any internet access devices like mobile phone access will be an ideal tool with over 
4,000,000 mobile phone subscribers currently in Kenya. 
 
Key words: Information and communication technology, computer assisted learning, internet. 
 

1. Introduction  

Computer assisted learning is a hybrid term that uses 
ICT resources to achieve teaching and learning goals. 
Although ICT has several definitions depending on the 
nature of its use, for this research, ICT is used as an 
umbrella term that includes any communication device 
or application, encompassing: radio, television, cellular 
phones, computer, network hardware and software, 
satellite systems, as well as the various services and 
applications associated with them, such as 
videoconferencing, distance learning and learner and 
content management systems. We refer to ICT in the 
particular context of ICT provision, policy and teacher 
factors that variously support teaching, learning and a 
range of activities in education. 
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The ways ICTs have been used in the education can 
be clearly divided into two broad categories: ICT for 
education and ICT in education. ICT for education 
refers to the development of information and 
communications technology specifically for 
teaching/learning purposes, while ICT in education 
involves the adoption of general components of 
technologies in the teaching process (more specifically, 
often for the training of teachers in the use of 
technology for teaching [1]. In a similar vein, 
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization) classifies ICT in education into 
three broad categories: pedagogy, training and 
continuing education in 2004. Pedagogy focuses on the 
effective learning of subjects with the support of the 
various components of ICT. It is emphasized that the 
pedagogic application of ICT involves effective 
learning with the aid of computers and other 
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information technologies as learning aids, which play 
complementary roles in the classroom, rather than 
supplementing the teacher. The application of ICT in 
education is now making it possible for education to 
transcend space time and political boundaries. 

The research approach will be on three methodology 
dimensions. 

 The technological components; 
 Learning model; 
 Stakeholders; 

1.1 Technological Components 

Technological components refers to collection of 
technological tools (hardware and software) used to 
deliver learning materials and to facilitate 
communication among participants. They are further 
described as technological infrastructure-consisting of 
network infrastructure, application platforms and 
devices, and content-consisting of content creation, 
content packaging and content delivery. 

1.2 Learning Model 

It consists of an educational environment, course 
development, teaching and learning student interaction, 
collaborative learning, and evaluation and assessment. 

1.3 Stakeholders 

ICT is used in learning and teaching the stakeholders 
(partners and alliances) that include learner, teachers 
who assist in developing the course material, learners 
support, evaluation and testing, educational institutions 
that provide the platform, services and environment for 
learners and teachers to obtain what they need. The 
education institutions include the Ministry of 
Education and its departments like Kenya Institute of 
Education, Kenya National Examination Council, 
Kenya ICT Board, Kenya ICT Trust Fund and Vision 
2030. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses 
the initiatives and policies; Section 3 discusses 
methodology; Section 4 discusses barriers affecting 

integration of computer assisted learning in secondary 
schools Kenya. Section 5 presents the conclusion.  

2. Initiatives and Policies 

A national ICT policy for Kenya was adopted in 
January 2006 after many failed attempts in preceding 
years. The aim of the policy was to improve the 
livelihoods of Kenyans by ensuring the availability of 
accessible, efficient, reliable and affordable ICT 
services as reported in the ICT in education options 
paper. One important strategy outlined in this report is 
the promotion and development of specific e-learning 
resources that would address the educational needs of 
primary, secondary and tertiary institutions. A 
significant step in this direction is the digitization of the 
curriculum which is ongoing at the Kenya Institute of 
Education. In an effort to promote the development of 
content that will address the educational needs of 
secondary education, the government came up with 
two ways in which the curriculum will be developed: 
One is by adapting existing educational materials and 
distributing them to the schools; and the second is by 
beginning the process of having schools create their 
own e-content. In order to achieve this policy objective, 
the KIE (Kenya Institute of Education) has been 
singled out as the sole government body charged with 
the responsibility of developing the ICT curriculum as 
well as distributing the educational material. KIE 
would also be in charge of overseeing other institutions 
that develop appropriate e-content. Objective number 
10 of the MoEST (Ministry of Education science and 
Technology) strategic plan which was running from 
2006 to 2011 targets strengthening the capacity of KIE 
to execute this mandate among others. The realization 
of achieving the computer assisted teaching and 
learning is expressed in the national ICT strategy for 
education and training, the policy document for ICT in 
education. These include among others, (1) equipping 
education institutions with digital equipment to 
stimulate integration of ICT in education and (2) 
supporting initiatives that provide digital equipment to 
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educational institutions, with priority to secondary 
schools [2]. The expected outcome of these measures 
was to improve equipping of educational institutions 
with digital infrastructure up to 80% in secondary 
schools. An ICT unit has been established at the 
Ministry’s Head office to ensure systematic efforts are 
made towards strengthening adoption and use of ICT in 
the education sector in general. A main component of 
this implementation strategy is achieved through the 
Kenya ICT Trust Fund. Kenya ICT Trust Fund is a 
registered consortium in the form of a 
Non-governmental or Ganization (NGO) in Kenya that 
brings together many partners from the public, private 
and civil society sectors. It is chaired by the Permanent 
Secretary of the Ministry of Education. Its main 
objective is to mobilize funds for the sole purpose of 
setting up computer laboratories in all Kenyan 
secondary schools in 4-5 years. A number of initiatives 
have delivered ICT infrastructure to schools, mainly at 
secondary level. These include initiatives supported by 
parents, the government, NGOs, or other development 
agencies and the private sector. Notable among these 
are EMIS (education management information 
system), computers for schools—Kenya, NEPAD (new 
partnership for Africa’s development) e-schools 
initiative, and the Microsoft Partners in learning 
program (Microsoft, 2007). 

Other Initiatives include establishment of the learning 
resource centre that offers training in educational 
management and integration of ICT for school managers, 
lecturers, and students at the Kenya Technical Teachers 
College; a MoE (Ministry of Education) project “ICT 
equipment for schools” purchased computers for 142 
schools in support of the ICT in education strategy; 
development of learning content focusing on digitization 
of curriculum content for schools at the Kenya Institute of 
Education; Kenya Education Network Trust (KENET), 
currently funded by the Kenyan Ministry of Education 
and the ICT Trust, established permanent high-speed 
internet infrastructure in 22 school broadcasting. 

Free Software Licenses provide free access to 

Microsoft Corporation’s operating software for schools 
and higher education institutions in order to reduce the 
cost of buying and using computers. The company was to 
work with the organizations involved in supplying 
computers to the institutions to install the software in the 
computers.  

3. Methodology 

This part describes the means of organizing the content 
for learning, the learning processes used and the support 
and impact on the stakeholders as used in integrating 
computer assisted teaching and learning in secondary 
schools in Kenya. Three categories are used to discuss the 
topic of research. 

 The technological components; 
 Learning model; 
 Stakeholders. 

3.1 The Technological Components 

Teachers using technological infrastructure to deliver 
content to the learners are involved. These infrastructures 
are classified into computer as a resource, network 
infrastructure, application platforms and devices [3]. In 
Kenya, secondary schools receive annual facility 
development fund from the Ministry of Education with 
national schools getting the biggest share followed by the 
provincial school and the allocation is done in number of 
student ratio factor and ICT facility development is the 
key priority. All the national schools have an operational 
local area network and internet connection and computers 
are in a 1:1 and 1:2 ratios in some schools i.e.1 computer 
2 students, with computers being Pentium III and above. 
The piloting of AVIDANET project of Ministry of 
Education was piloted in Nairobi School and The Kenya 
High School where learning was done through a local 
area network in a classroom environment. One of the 
major application platform used in schools more so 
national schools example of Nairobi School and Alliance 
High Schools is the Cyber School for science subject 
platform where the executable file is installed in the 
school server or independent personal computer and the 
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various subject 3D animated content like experiments 
processes in Digital Versatile Disk (DVD) can be used for 
teaching and learning. Internet is used for research and 
uploading holiday assignments to the schools websites. 
The use of projector in teaching helps in display of 
internet researched materials, in animation, video, images 
and pictures.  

Provincial schools also have local area network and 
internet facilities and computers as well some have 
website and these schools have higher priorities of 
development dedicated to ICT and computer use on 
teaching and mainly focus on the computer studies 
subject students. The computer ratios are 1:2 and 1:4 and 
others have 1:10 if the schools do not perform timely 
maintenance of the broken computers. There is use of 
projectors in some schools for display of teaching 
materials. 

Districts schools lack adequate ICT facilities ranging 
from computers network infrastructure to computer 
studies subject as an examinable subject limit them to 
priorities funding in ICT; moreover their government 
annual funding is less compared to national and 
provincial schools. 

3.2 Learning Model 

Learning model is further categorized into three; 
content creation, content packaging, and content 
delivery. Kenya Institute of Education is the only 
mandated body to create, package, implement and 
review the curriculum of primary and secondary 
education in Kenya. Secondary school content is created 
by inviting various subject teachers and examiners to 
develop learning content according to the syllabus 
whereby scripts are written and edited for audio  
content recording and after verification they are 
packaged in optical disk mainly Compact Disk(CD). 
For the video content recording is done in various ways, 
it can be through a discussion of concepts by  the 
subjects experts or live classroom teaching 
environment, like a science subject experiment where 
the processes is recorded or video shoot of features like 

in geography subject and images. Currently, Kenya 
Institute of Education has embarked on an ambitious 
task of developing a learner content management 
system with the new government mission of a Laptop 
per every child in school starting in year 2014 [4]. 
Stakeholders like Cyber School for science Subjects 
Company has the content in 3-D animated form where 
the concept is delivered in a better way for the learner 
to understand. 

Content packaging and delivery is an important 
consideration when it comes to content development 
for learning. Currently KIE has only managed to 
package the content is in DVD and CD which are 
supposed to be purchased by school, and according to 
the research few national schools has managed to 
purchase and those that have been purchased they are 
not fully used to support teaching and learning for 
example Nairobi School has a set of all the subjects but 
only science subject teachers uses them to teach and for 
lesson review by the students. In provincial school the 
content is rarely used with exception of languages 
subjects’ i.e. English, Kiswahili, and any other foreign 
language offered by the school and in district school 
only used for language subject as the case of national 
and provincial schools. However, as said earlier 
language subjects has a unique wide use of content in 
disk digital form whereby the set books  taught in 
English Literature are acted by private companies and 
the school can borrow or purchase from the company 
and can be used in both computer and television. Other 
learning model involves the teacher using application 
packages like power point presentation to teach and for 
boarding secondary schools during holidays some 
teacher send assignments in the schools website for 
student do over the holiday. 

3.3 Stakeholders 

The major stakeholders in integrating computer 
assisted learning in secondary school in Kenya starts 
with the Ministry of Education that develops the policy, 
institutional, infrastructural frameworks and capacity 
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building for teaching and learning, through giving 
mandate to KIE to develop content  for computer 
assisted learning. The secondary school principal 
through the district education office are advised to 
purchase the content as stakeholder, for the teachers to 
use the materials for teaching and learning, the learners 
are the beneficiary of the process of computer assisted 
learning since with technology in teaching and learning 
there is more learning compared to the normal 
classroom environment. The perception of computer 
assisted learning by the school principal determines the 
level of integration. A number of studies have 
identified the school principal as a critical and pivotal 
person for ‘establishing and maintaining learning 
environments compatible with student-centered 
approaches to teaching and learning with ICT’. They 
are also seen as curriculum and pedagogy leaders and 
are considered by stakeholders as central figures in 
leading processes for creating the conditions to teach 
and learn with ICT. From these arguments, it appears 
school leadership plays a key role in ICT integration in 
education. The competence of the school head in the 
use of ICT and a broad understanding of the technical, 
curricular, administrative, financial, and social 
dimensions of ICT use in education is important to the 
effectiveness and sustainability of ICT integration 
programmes.  

4. Barriers Affecting Integration of 
Computer Assisted Learning in Secondary 
Schools Kenya 

Use of computer assisted learning in teaching and 
learning may encounter many difficulties and these 
difficulties are known as “barriers”. 

4.1 Classification of Barriers 

Several studies have divides barriers into two 
categories: extrinsic ones and intrinsic ones [5]. 
However, what they meant by extrinsic and intrinsic 
differed. In one study Ertner (1999) refer to extrinsic 
barriers as first-order and cited access, time, support, 

resources and training, and intrinsic barriers as 
second-order and cited attitudes, beliefs, practices, and 
resistance. Extrinsic barriers are regarded as pertaining 
to organization, rather than individuals and intrinsic 
barriers as pertaining to teachers, administrators and 
learners. Another classification was based on 
teacher-level barrier versus school-level barriers Becta 
(2004) such as lack of time, confidence and resistance to 
change or school level barriers such as lack of effective 
training, lack of enough resources. Furthermore the 
barriers can also be classified into resource, teacher-level, 
and school-level and management barriers. 

4.2 Resource Barriers 

Resources is limited in computer assisted learning 
such as computers, internet connectivity, and content 
in digital form, devices that support teaching and 
learning like the projector, speakers and optical disk 
readers and players. 

4.2.1 Teacher-Level Barriers 
 Lack of teacher confidence; 
In Kenya, teachers lack of confidence in using 

computer in teaching and learning. Some studies have 
investigated the reason for teachers’ lack for 
confidence, for example, eggs (2000) asserted that 
teachers “fear to failure” caused the lack for confidence, 
and limitation of teachers’ ICT knowledge makes them 
feel anxious about using ICT in teaching Balanskat et 
al. (2006) while the learners could be having more 
skills than them. 

 Lack of competence; 
In secondary schools in Kenya, many teachers lack 

of skills and knowledge to use computer assisted 
learning whereby in secondary schools, this causes a 
barrier in adoption of computer in teaching and 
learning. 

 Resistance to change and negative attitude. 
Resistance to adoption of computer assisted material 

and continual text book use is a barrier in Kenya for 
computer assisted teaching and learning and resistance 
is caused by lack of technical support, poor planning on 
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time schedule. 
4.2.2 School-Level Barriers 

 Lack of enough teaching time allocation; 
The research indicated that many teachers have 

competence in using computers in the classroom, but 
they still make little use of technologies because they 
do not have enough time allocated for lesson in according 
to the timetable schedule. This attributes to the school 
management but not scheduling enough computer time 
for classes, the research time to explore sites to gather 
information, connecting devices and preparing the 
lesson in power point presentation form or in any other 
digital form, like photos and images. 

 Lack of effective training; 
Many teacher lack of training in the proficiency of 

using computer assisted learning in teaching and 
learning, such that they cannot be able to use basic 
devices like a computer and a projector to display or 
deliver a lesson. 

 Lack of access to technology; 
Research indicates that teachers lack accessibility of 

technological devices and other resource in school and 
at home attributed to high cost of facilities like internet 
connection and computers. 

 School administration barrier. 
If the school principal controls ICT skills or interest in 

learning the skills, the research indicated that the support 
to purchase and implementation ICT related resources 
will get minimum support from the principal as the 
decision maker and then the use cannot be achieved 
with minimum or no support. 

5. Conclusion 

The ICT policies in Kenya Vision 2030 have the use 
of computer assisted learning clearly defined and the 
Ministry of Education is mandated to work with the 
stakeholders to achieve this goal. The challenges faced 
by the Kenya Institute of Education which is the only 
organ mandated to develop update or review education 
curriculum for both primary and secondary education, 
like content packaging in optical media, can be solved 

by the recent objective of creating a web based on learner 
content management system which can be accessed in 
the mobile phone platform where currently there are 
over  4,000,000 mobile phone user in Kenya and there 
will be more confidence to access or to use the mobile 
phone as teaching or learning tool since there is more 
confidence in using the phone than computer. The cost 
of connection is also cheap in the mobile phone and 
also the charging power ratios can also be achieved easily, 
rather than where you need electricity connection to 
access the materials. The availability of open source 
programs like Moodle and Drupal can be used to develop 
simple and relevant learner management systems for 
learning by independent schools and the materials can 
be exchanged and shared among schools for diversity 
and this will reduce the haven burden of the Kenya 
Institute of Education which has and fosters the use of 
computer assisted learning in secondary schools in 
Kenya. The flexible mobile phone connection 
accessibility will also foster more interest since the 
mobile phone connectivity network is now over 80% in 
the country. 

Lastly, the government should have a policy of 
supporting the digital content in other government 
institutions so that the culture can easily be adapted as a 
way of modern way of doing things for efficiency, time 
saving and good quality services. 
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